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EXECUTIVE"SUMMARY

The analysis of the rule systems of the 11 classrooms at Cen-
tral School were based on day-long nonparticipant observations in
each classroom during the first four day5 of the school year and
additional observation days two weeks and six weeks later in the
school year. Analysis was done by the Ecological Perspectives for
Successful Schooling staff and the collaborating teachers.

After the rules in each class were classified, the rules in each
class were matched with those in other classes to determine rules com-
mon to two or more classes. Then the rules were placed in seven cat-
egories of rules identified in a previous study (Tikunoff & Ward,

1978). These categories are procedural, academic, talking and noise,
mobility, ethical, school-imposed, and miscellaneous rules. Findings
concerning the placement and distribution of rules in these seven cat-
egories are summarized as follows.

First, as students proceeded through entry into the elementary
school year, they were exposed more rules in the lower grades than
in the upper grades. Second, teachers in the lower grades tended .

to emphasize procedural rules and used a deductive rule-setting pro-
cedure. On the other hand, teachers in the upper gradbs used propor--
tionately fewer procedural rules, and their rule,setting style was
inductive and reactive. Third, there was a greater focus on academic
rules in the upper grades than in the lower grades. Fourth, there

was a greater emphasis on mobility rules in Grades K-2 than in high-

er grades. Fifth, ethical rules were particularly prevalent in the
special education classes, refletting the need for students in these

classes to master the student role. Sixth, more than one half of the
rules identified in all classes fell into the procedural and academic
categories. Seventh, the large number of procedural and academic
rules suggests that these are areas where students may havp trouble
adapting to the classroom requirements, especially in the younger
grades, where the number of rules is large, the children's capacity
to encode, store, and retrieve information is relatively undeveloped,
and the student role is not yet routinized.

The second part of the rules analysis investigated subcategories
of rules within the seven categories. The rules in each subcategory
were examined to determine which rules were widely shared and which
were idiosyncratic across the 11 classrooms. It was found that some
rules were precise, some were vague, some were practical, some were
impractical, and some were hortatory or idealistic. Generally, the

common rules reflected problems the teachers agreed existed, solutions

teachers agreed to use as a group, or, in a few instances, solutions

not agreed upon. There were many idiosyncratic rules, reflecting ei-
ther low teacher consensus regarding appropriate student behavior or
problems unique to a single classroom. .



Teachers had common rules involving when students should not talk
and how they should obtain the teachers' attention. All classes also
had rules requiring students to put their names on their papers, lis-
ten to the teachers, finish their work, and place completed work in

' the appropriate place. The teachers also agreed on rules for gum
chewing arid riding bicycles to school. The need for an adult to be
present in order for students to enter various areas in the school
also was commonly prescribed.

In summary, the classroom rules established at the beginning of
the school year at Central School stressed procedural and academic be-
havior. In many respects, teachers throughout the school applied sim-
ilar rules, thus making the students' adaptation to school more consis-
tent and easier across the grade level than would have been the case ,

if each teacher had employed a totallY idiosyncratic set of rules. As

a result, appropriate classroom donduct should have been achievable by
a majority of students in this school.
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PREFACE

This volume is one in a spries of reports of a multifaceted study
which examined and described the successful schooling practices at a
single elementary school in the San Francisco Bay Area. The series

reports the work conducted by the Ecological Perspectives for Success-

ful Schooling Practices Project (EPSSP) at the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development. The volumes in the series in-

lude:

Volume I: Overview of the Verification Study

Volume 2: An Analysis of the Activity Structures at a
Successful School

Volume 3: An Analysis of Teachers' Ideal Students

Volume 4: An Analysis of Teachers' Rule Systems at a
Successful School

Volume 5: An Exploration of Elementary Students Percep-
6 tions of Classroom Rules and Teacher Authority

at a Successful School

Volume : Ecological Case Studies of Classroom Instruc-
tion at a Successful School

Volume : Successful Schools and Classrooms: A Summary

,of the Findings of the Verification Inquiry
and Implications for the Provision of Success-
ful Schooling Experiences for All Students

The goal of the Ecological Perspectives for Successful School-

ing Practices Project is to analyze school settings where success-
ful instruction apd educational practices are occurring' and describe

these settings so that they may be implemented by other educational
practitioners. In addition, the EPSSP Project seeks to work in col-
laboration with school people to improve students' educational ex-
periences and make less successful schools more successful.

The Ecological Perspectives for Successful Schooling Practices
Project is one of a series of long-term, innovative efforts to im-

prove the educational opportunities for all children funded by the

National Institute .of Education, Department of Education. Dr. William

Tikunoff and Dr. Beatri.ce A. Ward are the Co-Principal Investigators.
Other professional staff meMbers include Dr. John R. Mergendoller,

Project Director; Dr. Alexis L. Mitman, Associate'Research Scientist;

and Mr. Thomas S. Rounds, Associate Research Scientist.

We wish to thank Dr. Virginia Koehler and Mr. Michael Cohen of
the Teaching and Learning Division, National Institute of Education,

for their support of this project and their willingne'ss to explore
innovative ways. of approaching theyroblems that confront educators.



explore innovative ways of approaching the problems that confront
educators.

We also wish to thank theprincipal, teachers, students, and
parents of Central School. Their participation and support were es-
sential to the success of this collaborative research effort. Their

willingness to inquire into and analyze multiple features of,the
school and the instructional program made it possible to conduct the
in-depth inquiry reported in the volumes listed above. Together, we
learned much about successful schooling practices.

Many individuals helped in the preparation of this particular
r report, and we wish to thank them for their efforts. jane Danielwicz,
' Michael Strong, Doug Macbeth, Janice Schaefer, Cecily Weston, and

Joanie Boyle assisted with the interviews and the classroom observa-
tions, as did Donald Swarthout, a former member of the professional
staff now with the Charlotte, North Carolina School District. Paul

Halley,, Charlie Ray Altizer, and Barbara Murray prepared this manu-
,

script. To all, thylk you.

Beatrice A. Ward
William J. Tikunoff
John R. Mergendoller
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A

'CHARTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The Verification Inquiry, of which the Rules Analysis reported.
herein are one part, is an activi.ty of the Ecological Perspectives
for Successful Schooling Practicd Program. The program is designed
to identify, describe, and develoP indicators of successful schooling

practices by developing an ecological theory of teaching, developing
research methods appropriate for studying schooling practices from
an,ecological perspective, and developing strategies for implementing
the successful practices in a manner that attends to the complex con-

texts that exist in schools and classrooms.

In the traditional view that has long prevailed in education,

teaching has been defined, researched, and promulgated largely on

the,basis ol the psychOlogy of individual learning. The study of

motivation, feedback, leerning style, work rate, and reinforcement,

to name but a few, has been approached largely from the perspective

-of the individ6a1 learner. While the-tontributioris of such a iew

cannot be omitted from any comprehensive statement of teaching,,they

do not suffice as an explanation of what-teaching is or as a guide

to the practice of teaching..
o

In the-institution of the schoo4 the teacher instructs airs
group of gtudents in the classroom, and the'studeht learns in prox-

imity with other contemporaries. Teaching .and learning are social

experien'ces, introducing a host-pf forces beyond the purview of

individual learning psychology: As Bossert (1977) observed, "The
ccollective nature of,instruction,...i)s one of the most apparent but

little examlned factors of classroom lite affecting the teacher"

(p: 19). Reliance on the psychology of individual learning also

has been inadequate because'it 'has produced primarily theories and

datat-dealing with questio9s,of learning, and theie are considerably

different'from LTId less applicable to the classroom than theories

and data relevant to problems of teachinq (Brophy, 1974, p. 48).

The traditibnal view, moreover, has been concerned wfih teach-

ing,behavior as the stimulus for individual %learning outcomes, as-

suming direct teacher causality while generally ignoring student

response.and environdidntal variables and linkage processes (for ex-

ample, see D9yle, f977). As a growing number of critics have point-

ed out, this is an ungerited and uninstructive assumption.

What is needed is theory which takes,into account the group na-

ture orinstruction asowell as the psychology of individual learning.

Such theory must attend to thersociological nature of, teaching, as



well as the interrelationships among the complex set of components'
that constitute the environment of teaching.'

Such an ecological perspective, while relatively new to research
on teaching, has been part of the thinking in educational research for
some time. For example, researchers have agreed that we need to at-
tend to more "things" in the classroom in order'to understand even the
simplest phenomenon. Most prominently, the works of Barker (1968) and
two of his colleagues, Kounin (1977) and Gump (1967), focused atten-
tion on factors beyond the teacher-student dyad. In terms of requi-
site methodology, Barker (1968), and more recently, Bronfenbrenner
(1976), Doyle (1977, 1979a, 1979b), Charlesworth (1976), and Rhodes

(1978), among others, discussed procedures and processes whereby eco-
logical research may be conducted.

Based on review of the above work and preliminary investigations
undertaken by the Ecological Perspectives staff, the Verification In-
quiry was designed to incorporate and test the following parameters
of an ecological view of classroom-based teaching and learning.

1. Ar_jolog..,y.ofteachingismeant to connote theory
that ii grounded in the multiple realities of ever,yday classroom life
as it occurs in a variety of natural settings and is perceived by a
variety of participants. Thus, given a particular classroom setting,
the theory must be meaningful for teachers and others involved with
day-to-day life in that setting. The power of such theory rests with
its capability to provide a variety of perspectives useful for analy-
sis of the ecology of classrooms,.taking into consideration the mul-
tiple elements of classroom interaction and how these interrelate.
Further, analysis using perspectives of the theory should provide a
teacher with information useful for planning, monitoring, and evalua-
ting instruction -- information which is not included in or provided
by traditional theories of teaching.

In order to tap thest multiple factors, the following premises
for development of an ecological theory seem appropriate:

First, the forum for conduct of ecological research is the
natural environment. This focus primarily is on the class-
room and aligns with what Bronfenbrenner (1976) calls "eco-
logically valid" research. By this he means research that
is conducted in settings that occur in the culture or sub-
culture for other than research purposes. Such research
maintains the ecological integrity of the setting while con-
ducting the research. In addition, the data-collection meth-
odologies do not alter the natural behavior of individuals
in that setting, or alter it to the smallest degree possible,
to ensure the internal validity of the research. For a furth-

er treatment of this premise see Tikunoff and Ward (1978).

Second, the focus of ecological data collection lid analysis
in this natural environment is on environment-behavior rela-
tionships. As Doyle points out, ecological analysis requires.

2



a two-stage process: (a) defining the dimensions of the en-

vironment, in this case the classroom; and (b) identifying
teacher and student strategies that are successful and not
successful in that environment. Embedded in this dimension
is the notion of a third facet of environment-behavior rela-
tionships, reciprocal causality.

Third, ecological research is concerned with the functiobal
value or adaptive stgnificance ofebehaviors in an environ-

ment. Among these are those medlational behaviors students
use to "navigate" or perform within classroom environments

(Doyle, 1979a). Such a view of classrooms, which focuses on
adaptive behaviors in conjunction with the-reciprocal anal-
ysis of environment-behavior relationships, can provide a
systemic view of ipssroom life. If the ecological theory

is to be useful to teachers, it will have to provide infor-
mation that shows how students function, given changes in
elements within.the classroom environment.

2. Development of an Ecological Theory, of Teaching requires a

multidisciplinary approach. Thus theory is grounded in classroom
practice, while, at the same time, it is infused'with knowledge from
multiple disciplines. For purposes of the Verificatioh Inquiry, three
perspectives from different disciplines have been applied. These are:

(1) the activity.structure perspective taken from the field of sociol-
ogy, particularly the work of Bossert (1979), Dreeben (1967), and

Bidwell (1972); (2) the student participation perspective, building
from-the work of sociolinguists such as Philips (1972) and Mehan
(1979); and (3) students' cognitive understandings relative to vari-
ous aspects of schooling, building from the work of cognitive psy-

chologists and sociologists such as DeSoto (1979), Weiner (1979),

Damon (1977), Furth (1978), and Hoffman (1977). Each of these is
discussed further later in this report as they apply to the specific

research findings reported ftrein.

3. In addition to devefoping the proposed Ecological Theory of
Teaching, it is necessary to devise ways of implementing its operation
in classrooms and schooTs. Traditionally, this function has been seen

as one of translation or adaptation from research.into practice. How-

Sever, findings from the Interactive Research and Development on teach-

ing (IR&DT) study conducted by Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin (1979), sug-

gest ways whereby implementation of the theory might-be facilitated-by

the manner in which the research is conducted. Among these are:

To understand classroom teaching-learning ecologically, It
is more productive to invire into these aspects withthe
teacher.' This partnership serves to provide information
;1-11-a-is not otherwise available, such as (a) a teacher's'
intent, ls embodied in the selection and utilization of
curriculum and instructional materials, and (b) a teacher's
expectations for student behavior. Jackson's (1968) term
"observant participators" describes well how the teacher
participates in this enterprise.

1 3



Understanding classroom teaching-learning ecologicall is

both more productive and more complete when ca) individual
classrooms are observed for full days at a time across time
(in contrast to isolated, drop-in observations), and (b) all
classrooms at a given school are involved in observation.
The first condition ensures that an isolated, observed event
is not unusual and gives additional perspectives of that
event'in relation to what else goes on at other tiMes during
the day or week or across a month or year. The second pro-
vides for observation of the whole school as a social system
and allows the analyst to begin to separate "school-wide ef-
fects" from "classroom effects." To understand the ecological
impact of schooling for a given student, it is necessary tq
understand not only each of the social-instructional class-
room systems through which the student will matriculate, but
how these are orchestrated into the "whole" experience. This
can be done best when an entire school is involved.

Participation of teachers in conducting the research adds both
to defining constructs and to considering the usefulness of
the constructs to classroom teachers. In some instances in
the Verification Inquiry, constructs taken from fields of in-
quiry unusual to education, such as the three listed above,
were given concrete classroom-based definitions based on the
form(s) in which they were observed in classrooms and the lan-
guage (terms) teachers used to describe those events. In

other instances, "research" terms were explained in more de-
tail to the teachers. In a sense, this represented the de-
velopment of a working lexicon between teachers and research-
ers not unlike the process reported by Smith and Geoffrey
(1968). In addition, the ability of teachers to utilize the
constructs in order to analyze events in their own classrooms,
and to plan instructional events to achieve the predetermined
goals inherent in the events, lent credence to their inclusion
in the emerging theory.

The nature of reciprocity in the ways teachers and research-
ers work greatly contributes to the success of the research.
Rist (1970) used the term "reciprosity" to describe how he
behaved as a nonparticipant observer in classrooms while con-
ducting his research. Like Rist, reciprocity during the Ver-
ification Inquiry has included project researchers offering
technical assistance in curriculum matters, lending instruc-
tional materials, working with individual students in instruc-
tion in the classroom, and offering workshops for all the
teachers in particular instructional strategies. In return,
teachers have offered their classrooms as data sources, but,
additionally, have given.generously of their recess and lunch-
time toslarify behavior for the observers, and have partici-
pated wholeheartedly in the research enterprise, placing great
trust in the researchers.

Within the above framework, the Verification Inquiry was conduct-
ed as an in-depth case study in a single elementary school nominated

4



by several educational constituent groups as a successful school. As

noted above, the purposes of the Inquiry were to develop an ecological

theory of teaching that builds upon the three perspectives listed
above, develop research methods appropriate to such ecological inqui-

ry, and develop strategies for improving teaching and learning using

the ecological perspectives. More specifically, the Inquiry sought

to answer the following sets of questions:

1. What activity structures are utilized in elementary school

classrooms? In a single successful elementary school, what
differences, it any, occur in the structures that are uti-
lized at various grade levels (K-6)? Are activity struc-

tures and teacher behaviors interrelated? If so, in what

ways? What effect(s) do activity structure characteristics
have upon the ways students behave successfully in class-

rooms? How do these latter requirements relate to school-
level goals and expectations?

2. What are teacher expectations for student performance as
represented in the teacher's perceptions of an ideal stu-
dent in a single, successful elementary school?

3. What rules systers are established in the classrooms in a

single successful elementary school? Are these rules con-

sistent with teacher, expectations, activity structure de-
mands, school goals?

4. What are students' perceptions of classroom rules and teach-
er authority in a successful elementary school? What are

the implications of these perceptions for successful class-

room practice?

54 When instructional events are studied from the ecological
perspectives, what relationships appear to produce more
successful outcomes for students?

The findings reported in this volume focus on Question 3. The

chapters that follow provide, first, an overview of the sample and

methodology, a comparison of the rules found in the 11 classrooms at

Central School, a discussion of the nature of the rules, and conclu-

sions regarding the findings. In their entirety, these rules and the
accompanying discussion provide a guide to the student participation

requirements at Central School.

The rules analysis responds to several concerns of the Ecological

Perspectives for Successful Schooling Practice agenda. First, rules

provide vital information about the participation requirements teach-

ers demand in their classrooms. Many researchers have stressed the

salience of the nonacademic aspects of school, including the rules

and norms. This point has been underscored by Parsons (1959), Dreeban

(1968), Jackson (1968), and Bidwell (1972). Bidwell suggested that

schooling has two major socialization aspects: the pr6cess of tech-

nical socialization, or students academic performance, and moral

socialization -- acquiring "values and goals for conduct," learning

1



and becoming "responsive to moral rules norms," and gaining "a view
of the social world as a moral order" -- the social foci of the in-
structional-social system (1972, p. 1).

Rules in an elementary school are the explicit part of the so-
cialization process, and a study of these rules will help clarify the
socialization goals of the school. Rules also define the requirements
for successful participation in the day-to-day activities of the class-
room. In order to know how to write in a journal, obtain permission
to use the bathroom, participate in snacktime, or talk to the teacher
during a test, a student must master and employ a series of rules.
Failure to use the pertinent rule may result in censure from the teach-

er or other students and perhaps in failure on an academic or social
task. Analysis of the rules operating in a given classroom allows us
to determine the boundaries and limits of successful participation in
that classroom. Without a knowledge of classroom rules, it is impos-
sible to determine what is appropriate behavior in any classroom sit-
uation.

A second reason for analyzing rule systems comes from previous
research conducted by the Far West Laboratory research team. Tiku-

noff and Ward (1978) conducted a naturalistic study of the initia-
tion of students into three classroom social systems. The purpose
of this investigatior was to answer the following question: "How

do teachers establish the instructional system for their class-
-rooms and how do they socialize their students into that system?"

(p. 2). This question emerged from collaboration with teachers who
had participated in a previous study conducted by the Far West Labor-
atory research team (Tikunoff, Ward, Dunbar & Lash, 1978). These
teachers expressed the belief that an answer to this question would
be extremely valuable to other teachers, especially new teachers who
are unfamiliar with how institutional systems become operational.

The final purpose for the rules analysis arose at a profession-
al development meeting involving the school and EPSSP staff. During
the course of this meeting, several teachers expressed an inte'rest
in analyzing the rules which regulate student behavior in their own
classrooms as well as the classrooms of their colleagues. There was
a common desire to compare all the ,classrooms in terms of the vari-
ous rules which were put into operation. It was felt that these com-
parisons would lead to an understanding of students' experiences as
they advanced through the grade's at Central School. Moreover, the
fact that an entire elementary school was being studied provided a
unique chance to pursue one of the recommendations which emerged from
the previous study. Tikunoff and Ward (1978) urged educational re-
searchers to pay more attention "to the amount of consonance or dis-
sonance that exists among the systems in which an elementary student
is placed over a period of several years" (p. 71).

6 t,



CHAPTER TWO

SAMPLE, METHODOLOGY, AND DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter briefly discusses the sample and.the methodology
and data analysis procedures used in the rules analysis. A more de-

tailed discussion may be found in Volume I.

Sample

The Verification Inquiry was conducted in a semirural, suburban
area on the outskirts of a large metropolitan center. This area un-
derwent rapid growth during the last two decades. While a large por-

tion of the work force now commutes into the central metropolis, the
numerous feed mills that remain remind the visitor that agriculture
still plays a significant role in the area's economy.

Central School-is one of seven elementary schools in a school
district serving approximately half the suburban area. The popula-

tion was largely white and middle class. At the.time of the study,
fewer than four percent of the students at Central School belonged
to minority groups. The school was selected for study because of its
reputation as an "innovative" and "successful" school, based on the
nominations of state, county, and other educational experts.

The students at Central School demonstrated above-average per-
formance on standardized achievement measures. The grade-equivalent
scoresl.for Spring 1979-showed that, on average, third-graders had a

1 The use of grade-equivalent scores reflects° the reporting prefer-
'

ence of the district, not the authors. These kinds of scores are
commonly misinterpreted and, therefore, their use is ill-advised.
In the example above, the third-grade score of 4.3 on reading should
not be interpreted to mean that third-graders were performing at a
ThVel slightly above that of the average fourth-grader. This com-

parison cannot be made since the content of a fourth-grade reading
test,would be different from that of a third-grade reading test.
It is possible that if the Central School third-graders took a
fourth-grade reading test, their scores would be below 4.0. What

the score of 4.3 does indicate is, that, relative to the average
third-grader in the state (or nation) taking a test with third-
grade content, the average third-grader at Central School scored

better.



grade-equivalent score of 4.3 on Reading and 4.4 on Math. Similarly,

fifth-graders had an average score of 6.4 on Reading and 5.8 on Math.
Relative to other elementary schools in the district, Central School
achievement performance was at the median.

The median age of the 11 teachers who participated in the study
at Central School was 38; most were between 33 and 40 years of age.
The median number of years of teaching experience in this grwp was 14,
and all of the teachers.had had at least 10 years of experience with

the exception of Teacher N. The average length of time each had been

teaching at Central was 9 years.

Further information regarding the site and sample may be found

in Volume I of the Verification Inquiry. A discussion of the metho-
dology employed in the rules analysis portion of the inquiry follows. -

Methodology: Data Collection

The data collection and analysis procedures used to collect the
data reported in this volume were naturalistic and descriptive, and
have been employed by the EPSSP staff in several other studies. The
general principles of this methodology are outlined in Volume I. The

discussion that follows is limited to the procedures used in the rules

analysis.

The most important data source for the study of rules was narra-
tive descriptions generated during the first four days of school (Ju-
ly 25, 1979 to July 28, 1979). (Central was a year-round school and

began its year in late July.) Each classroom was observed for the

full school day. Observers arrived at Central before the school day
began and continued observing until classes were dismissed. Obser-

vation continued during all instructional periods; observers took
breaks or chatted informally with teachers during scheduled recess
and lunch periods. Each observer remained in the same class for the

four days of observation. Additional single days of observation also
were conducted during week 2 and week,6 of the school year.

While in the classroom, the observers took field notes on activ-
ities occurring, including all teacher verbalizations serving to es-
tablish classroom rules, to sanction student behavi4r, or to evaluate
student work. Observers recorded these comments verbatim and noted
whether they were directed to an individual student, to a group of
students, or to the entire class. Examples of rule-defining remarks
include "John, stop that!", "Everybody listen while Kate is talking!",
"Jim, that's a great diorama,H or "Now, I want you to raise your hands
before you §ive the answer." At the end of each observation day, the
observers used their notes to dictate narrative descriptions.

The primary data set consisted of four narrative descriptions for
each teacher from the beginning of the school year, each description
containing 45 and 30 pages, and two follow-up descriptions. These

latter narratives were not as detailed as those prepared during days

8
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1 to 4. Rather, notes were made regarding new rules that were en-
forced or old rules that still were being applied.

nthodology: Data Analysis

Three types of analyses were conducted. First, the rules for
each classroom were identified, then they were classified. Finally,

cross-classroom comparisons were made. These procedures are de-

scribed below.

Identification of Rules in Each Classroom

The first step of data analysis involved the identification of
the rules that were established at the.beginning of the school year
in each classroom. Both teachers and researc,bers participated inde-

pendently in this task. The collaborating teachers were asked to
read through their own descriptive narratives and to code all the
rules, both explicit and implicit, that were introduced. Each teach-

er was presented with a set of "Instructions for Coding Classroom
Rules." These instructions explained their task and are reproduced
in Appendix A. These instructions contained the following definition

of a rule:

A classroom rule is a general, normative guideline which'
specifies the kinds of behavior for which students can be
punished or rewarded.

The teachers listed rules that appeared in the protocols for their
respective classrooms. For each rule the teachers were instructed
to: 1) Assign a number to indicate the order in which each rule
appeared in the narrative; 2) Note the day it first appeared as hell
as the page in the narrative where its introduction was described;
3) Provide a descriptive label for the rule; and 4) Formulate a
brief description of the content of the rule.

At the same time, three senior EPSSP investigators §tudied the
narratives and coded rules using similar guidelines. Two coders each

analyzed the narrative for four different classrooms while the third
analyst coded the data for the remaining three classrooms. Thus each

set of data was analyzed by one member of the research team.

The teachers and investigators then met together in pairs and

compared the rules each had identified. Any discrepancies were dis-

cussed and resolved. A list of rules for each classroom emerged from
this collaborative process.

Classification of Rules

The next step in data analysis involved the classification of
the rules on each of the'lists, using the seven categories previously

9



identified by Tikunoff and Ward (1978). Two graduate research interns

did the initial coding of the Central School rules. The seven cate-
gories used are:

1) procedural rules, or 'norms that define, describe, or
delimit the students' behavior in other than specifi-
cally instructional situations. These rules are con-
cerned primarily with classroom management, scheduling,
movement in and out of the classroom, and use of mater-
tals;

academic rules, or norms that define, describe, or
delimit the students' behavior in instructional situa-
tions;

3) talking and noise rules, the boundaries the teacher
sets on talk in the classroom as well as other sanc-
tionable noises;

4) mobility rules, restrictions placed on the students'
physical movement in the classroom;

ethical rules, or norms referring to students' rights
or responsibilities;

6) school-imposed rules, or formal rules enforced as part
of school.or district policy; and

7) miscellaneous rules, a residual category of teacher
concerns for which students were sanctioned, distinct
from the above categories.

Two graduate research interns did the initial coding of the Cen-
tral School rules. Their average rate of agreement on the categor-

ies in which the rules should be placed was 70 percent. A senior
member of the research staff also coded the seven classes in which
there was less than 75 percent agreement between the coders. Most

of the disagreements reflected a lack of familiarity with the cate-
gories and were easily resolved following a careful inspection of the
guidelines and examples given in the instructions. However, there

were a few rules that were difficult to classify because they spanned

more than one category. For example, the following rule covers both

academic and procedural events:' "If you don't know how to do some-

thing, ask a first grader." Similarly, some rules seemed to suggest
more than one category, e.g., "May get a drink without asking." Here,

one coder responded to the mobility aspect of getting a drink, while

the other coder perceived it as a procedural rule. In many cases it
was difficult to distinguish mobility rules from-procedural rules.

It was decided to classify some of these ambiguous cases as miscel-

laneous rules.

1 0
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Consonance of Rules"Across Classrooms,

After the rules had been placed into one of the seven categories,
charts of the rules in each category were compiled. These compila-

tions are reported in Appendix B.

These charts were presented then to the faculty as a whole dur-
ing an all-day meeting devoted to the rules analysis. The teachers
discussed the charts and made a few changes in the classification
of certain rules. In addition, several rules introduced after the

first four days were added.

The teachers' modifications were used to revise the rule lists

for each of the classrooms as well as the charts that compared the
classrooms within each of the seven categories of rules.

After agreement had been reached relative to the categorization
of all the rules in each classroom, each category (except the miscel-
laneous rules) was examined carefully to identify subcategories of
rules. 'These subcategories were derived by the EPSSP staff. They

are summarized in Table 2.1.

Chapter Three discusses the findings of the rules analysis.
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Table 2.1

Central School Rule Categories and Subcategories

CATEGORY SUBCATEdORY

Procedural Use and disposal of materials

Appropriate time and procedures for entering and leaving
the classroom

Use of chairs

"Child of the Day" procedures

Class meeting procedures participation in activities

Participation in activities

Clean-up activity regulations

Eating and drinking in the classroom guidelines

Atademic Students behavior during worktime

Students' behavior when they fintsh assigned.work

Students' behavior as they prepare to work

Procedure to use to interact with teacher

Test-taking procedures

Small-group behavior

Talking r Talking during academic pe'iods

and Talking durNo nonacademic periods

Noise Talking rules generally in force

Teache'-student interacticv, e.g., when to ta'k to teacher

Mobility Normal movement about class'oom

Movement on certain, specialized equipment

Restrictions on physical contact between students

Ethical Courtesy among students

Respect for teacher

Conflict resolution, or prevention

School-

Imposed

Students' behavior during recess

Students' behavior between their time of arrival-at school
and the time that formal classes begin

General courtesy guidelines

Need for adult supervision

Parent responsibilities '

Miscel-
laneous

(Not subcategorized)

ft



CHAPTER THREE

FINDJNGS

This chapter presents the findings of a rules analysis of 'en-
forced or implied rules and regulations concerning student performance
and behavior in 11 classrooms at Central Elementary School. As noted

earlier, the data were collected during the first four days of the
1979/1980 school year in classes comprising learning levels ranging
from kindergarten to sixth grade. Two follow-up observations also
were conducted.

The results of the rules analysis are.presented first. These da-

ta provide an overview of the kinds of rules employed in all 11 class-
rooms,and a comparison of rule-setting practices therein.

The rules are classified into the seven categories or domains

listed in Chapter Two. A brief statement of the general findings in
each of the seven major categories is then followed by an examination

of their subcategories. .The order in which the seven major categories
of rules appear, foll6wed by their appropriate subcategories,is as

follows: (1) procedural; (2) academic; (3) talking and noise; (4) mo-

bility; (5) ethical; (6) school-imposed; and (7) miscellaneous. Pri-

mary emphasis is given to a delineation of the findings .in each sub-
category, tn,cluding a description of the rules in each, notation of
the rules common among teachers, and diScussion of rules idiosyncrat-
ic to individual classrooms.

Cross-Class Analysis

Table 3.1 presents the total number of rules by category for
each of the 11 classrOoms observed at Central Elementary School. The

organization of the table reflects the progression from kindergarten
through sixth grade. The last two teacher columns provide information
about the rules operating in the two special education classrooms at
Central (V and W).

The data reported in the.bottom row of the table (labeled "To-
tal") indicate that there was considerable variation in the number
of rules identified in the classrooms. The range was from 70 rules

. (Classroom N) to 31 rules (Classroom U). The mean number of Wes for
the entire school was 47.8, and the median was 43.

The total number of rules in each classroom also indicates that
there was a-relationship between grade level and number 6f rules. In

grades K-3 (Classrooms M, N, and S) the average number of rules was 58.



Tablt 3.1

Cross-Class Rules Analysis:
Total Number of Rules by Category and Teacher

RULE
CATEGORY

,

TEACHER/GRADEMNSPOROTUVW
K-1 K-1 2 4 3-4 4 5 5-6 5-6 1,6

*
1-6
*

Procedural 32 27, 13 15 10 17 13 11 6 6 18

Academic 9 14 8 11 16 16 13 18 13 12 -17

Talking & Noise 2 6 5 2 3 7 5 li 3 , 5,
6

Mobility ' 8 6 3 2 0 2 1 1 1 2

Ethical , 0 . 5 2 2 2 4 3 0 3 7 7

Miscellaneous 4 7 6 4 1 3 1 1 3 13 3

School-Imposed 7 5 5 7 4

,

9 3 6 2 1 9 4

.,

TOTAL 62 I 70 42 1 43 36 %8 39 48 31 54 43

*Special education class

In contrast, the average was 39 for the fifth- and sixth-grade class-
rooms (Q, T, and U). The number of rules in the two special educk- -

tion classrooms was near the.mean for the school (Classroom V, 54,
and Classroom W, 43).

Several patterns within each of the domains are noteworthy. In

all classrooms, procedural Ind academic rules predominated-. In addi-
tion,-procedural rules received more emphasis, at least in terms of
frequency, in the K-1 classrooms (M and N) than in the other class-
rooms. At the beginning of the school year, Teachers M and N intro-
duced 32 and 27 procedural rules respectively. In contrast, the other

nine teachers introduced fewer procedural rules. For these nine class-
rooms the median number of rules classified as procedural was 13, with

a high of 18 and a low of 8.

Within the mobility category, Teachers M and N also introduced

more mobility rules (8 and 6 respectively) than teachers in grades

3-6 who -had no more than 2 mobility rules.

t.
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c A different pattern was evident within the ethical domain. In

.mott of the Classrooms only a few ethical rules were identified dur-
ing the analysis of the narrative descriptions. However, in the two
special education classrooms (V and W), ,seven rufes were classified

as ethical. It is not Clear why more ethical rules were established
in these classes, but the need to establish students' respect for one -

another may have :influenced the types of rules that were. applied.

Finally, it 'should be oted that inAhe upper grades the academ-
ic domain accounted4br a greater portion of the rules'than at tile
lower grades. Across grades K-2 (Casirooms M, N, and S) 31 of the
174 rules (17.8 percent) were classified as academic. In grades 3-4
(Classrooms P, 0, And 'R), the academic domain accounted for 31.4
percent of the rules (43 of 137), while in grades 5-6 (Classrooms Q,
T, and U), the corresponding percentage wa'S 37.3 (44 of 118). Thus

there was a linear relationship between grade level and proportion
of rules focusing on academic concerns. As students proceeded
through Central School they appeared to encounter rulesystems with

a heavier academiC focus. This is consistent with the findings re.-
ported later that the general student role demands remained fairly
constant across classes at Central School. Hence,students would be'

expected to need less enforcement of/procedural rules as,they grew
older,.allowing more attention to other norms of behavior.

, In sum, Table 3.1 suggests several trends in the numbers and
categories of classroom rules at Central School. There was.an in-
verserelationship between grade level and total number of rules;
that is, the rule lists in the upper grades contained fewer rules
than the rule lists in the lower grades. At all grade levels, most
of the rules were classified as either academic or procedural. There

was a greater emphasis on academic rules in the upper grades.

Analysis of Rules Within Cate ories ,

Having provided an initial cross-class analysis of the total num-
ber of rules in each category at Central School, we turn now to analy-

sis of the types of rules'in each of the seven rule categories. Re-

sults are reported in ter'ms of the following questions: What are the

subcategories of rules,in each domain? what do these Nles suggest,
about the student role in the various classrooms? andf which rules
were widespread across!classes and which were idiosyncratic?

As discussed earlier in the data analysis section, the subcate--
gories were formed by grouping rules that were similar in meaning or

purpose. When a rule could not be matched with a previously identi- :

fled rule, it was added to the list of rules for a particular major .

category. The result was*a set of different subcategories of rules

for each of the seven rule categories.

It should be noted that the results to be reported may under- .

estimate the extent to which there was overlap in the rule systems
operating in the 11 classrooms at Central School. As was described
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earlier, a rule was not coded as a rule unless one of the following
was evident: (1) The teacher stated the rule; R) The teacher sanc-
tioned students in relation to specific behavior so that it was easy
to label the rule that vos being violated; or (3) At the verification
analysis session, the teacher added a rule that he or she believed was
in operation and important to understanding his or her instructional-
soclal system. Because of this operational procedure, the absence of
a rule for a particular teacher may not mean that this particular rule
was not applied in that classroom. A rule may not have surfaced dur-
ing the beginning of school observations because the teacher did not
stateit publicly or no violation of the rule occurred. In addition,
some teachers may have harl rules in their classrooms which.they did
not communicate explicitly because they felt the students were total-
ly familiar with them. Other teachers, especially in the lower grades,
may have decided that it was important to explain rules as explicitly
as possible and thus had higher numbers of coded rules than other
teachers.

Appendix B Oresents the rule lists for,each of the seven cate-
gories of rules. In these figures, the rules are grouped, first, ac-
cording to category and, second, according to subcategory. The sub-
categories are arranged in accord with the number of rules in each;
subcategories with the most rules are listed first. Within each sub-
category, the rules are arranged in accord with the number of teach-
ers who applied the rule; thus rules shared by a large number of
teachers are listed first, and idiosyncratic rules are listed last.
In all, 271 different rules were identified and placed on the lists.

Procedural Rules

Of the 271 rules that were introduced during the beginning of
the school year at Central School, 85 were classified as procedural.
In other words, roughly one-third of the rules identified at Central
School placed demands on student behavior that were noespecifically
instructional. Examillation of these 85 rules revealed they fell into
8 subcategories. These subcategorjes are presented in Appendix B (Fig-
ures 1 to 8) and are discussed in_the following paragraphs.

Material Use. The largest suAategory of procedural 'rules
tained rules defining the proper,use of materials; 23 rules ar in

this subcategory (see Appendix B, Figure 1). Ten of the 11 teachers
had rules in this subcategory; Teacher U was the only exception.

The most common rule, shared by six teachers, instructed stu-
dents to place their personal belongings in their cubbies or, less
often, in their desks. This rule was nearly uniform in the six
classes;- for example, "keep all your materials in your tubby," and
"Personal belongings are supposed to be kept in desk or cubby;" Per-

sonal property was the topic of two rules mentioned in five classes.
These concerned storage of coats and lunches. 'Lunches and coats were
generally to be put in cubbies. One other rule was mentioned five
times. It concerned distribution and proper use of school-supplied
materials, such as crayons and pencils. The only other procedural
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rule operative in more-than one class also concerned lunches. In

this case the placement of empty lunch boxes was designated. Thus
the most common rules in this subcategory regulated the use of per-
sonal possessions; in particular, those possessions students brought

'to schobl, such as lunches and coats.

A

The remaining 18 rules wider the materials use subcategory were
idiosyncratic; that ts, only one teacher mentioned a particular rule.
While the more common rules generally dealt with personal belongings,
these idiosycratic rules dealt with school property and supplies, such

as the tower in the kindergarten, pencils, books, balls,' and glue.

Leaving and Entering the Room. The second largest subcategory

of procedural rules focused on procedures for entering and leaving
the classrooms (see Appendix B, Figure 2). Eight of the 11 teachers
stated rules governing student movement in and out of the_room.

The mOst-common rule, which was employed in five classrooms, de-

fined use of the bathrooms. For example, Teacher M stated, "Only one

person at a time may use the bathroom," and Teacher S said, "Pupils

may go to the bathroom without asking."

Four classrooms had a rule governing students' dismissal from the

classroom. Teacher P stipulated that Students were "not to leave un-

til dismissed by the teacher." Teacher V's rule was similar, "Stu-
dents shouldn't leave the classroom without the teacher's permission."

. Other rules in force in more than one class involved lining up
outside the class before entering and proper decorum when entering
the class. These rules were found only 4 the first two grades. An-

other rule, applied by two teachers, regulated movement from one class-

room to another. Finally, the two special education teachers had a .

rule requiring students to arrive at class on time.

There were six idiosyncratic rules in this subcategory. Fair of

them involved behavior in the classes of Teacher M and Teacher N.

These rules concerned specific features of bathroom use and lining up

procedures.

Use of Chairs. Teachers at Central School had 12 rules defining

proper use of chairs and the governance of sitting (see Appendix B,

Figure 3). The most common rule defined what students should do with

chairs when they were not in use. For example, Teacher S ton stw-

dents to "tuck in your chair," while Teacher 0 stated that "chairs

should be stacked after school." Two other rules regulated students'

access to "special" chairs: rocking chairs (Teachers M, S, and W)

and "black" chairs.(Teachers U and T).

Five teachers employed rules regarding seating during films. In

genaral, students were required to sit on the floor for the films, as
the movies were screened in the center of the clusters where there

were no chairs. Teacher U allowed students to use chairs under spe-

cial circumstances.



Child of the Day. Nine rules governed the child of the day pro-
gram in the classes of Teachers M and N (see Appendix B, Figure 4).
These rules explained how the child of the day was selected in each
room and listed the duties, or privileges, of the chosen student.

Class Meeting. Most teachers at Central School held class meet-
ings and a number of procedural rules governed the conduct of these
meetings (see Appendix B, Figure 5). Perhaps because each class had
different needs during the meetings and different procedures for their
conduct, most of these rules were idiosyncratic.

Participation. Eight rules, all idiosyncratic, governed when and
how students were to participate in class activities (see Appendix B,
Figure 6). These rules included how to talk to the teacher at xertain
times orjor certain reasons, explained that one's initials on the
board mealif a penalty, an4 outlined the procedures for playing games
in Teacher W's room.

Cleanup. Rules governing cleanup were present in all classrooms
but one, that of Teacher U (see Appendix B, Figure 7). All teachers
but the fifth- and sixth-grade teachers (Teachers Q, T, and U) insist-
ed that students clean up their own materials. This was the most com-
mon procedural rule across all classrooms. In kindergarten, Teacher
M expected her pupils to "clean' up your stuff," while in fourth grade
Teacher R told her students to "clean off desks at [the], end of read-
ing period. [At the end] of [the day], check all areas, put things
in desk . . . A second clean-up rule extended clean-up,responsibility
from one's own desk and work area to the whole clatsroom. Five teach-
ers imposed this rule. Teacher S said, "See if other cleanup is need-
ed and do it"; Teacher 0 stated, "Children should pick up books and
arrange them neatly on shelves." Another rule, held by four teachers,
stated that students should keep their desks neat and clean, and that
they should not mark on them.

Three cleanup,rules were idiosyncratic, again, present only in
the classes of Teachers M and N. In fact, these rules might be con-
-sidered subrules of those just discussed, as they were specific about
'when to clean up or where to put waste material.

SnaCks. The.final procedural Subcategory regulated snacks (see

Appendix B, Figure 8). Although there were only six such rules list-
ed, they were present.in every class 6ut Teachers 0'1, U's, and V's.
The most common Of these rules stated when students might obtain a
drink of water. Five teachers had such regulations. TeaCher S's
statement that students."may 'get a drink wtthout asking" was typical,
although tWo teachers cited certaip times when stuaents were not to
visit the drinking fountain.

The remaining rules in this subcategory governed the formal tak-
in§ of snacks; that is, food eaten at recess tiMe that was provided
either.by the school or by the students. These rules defined the'
place to eat the food, the time, and, for TeatherS M Ind N, addition-
al regulations that seemed to be iuggested by special management re-
quirements intrinsic to classrooms tontaining younger students (first
grade and kindergarten).
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Summary. These subcategories were discussed in an order deter-

mined by the number of rules in each subcategory. The order does not
imply order of importance; for example, as noted above, the most wide-
spread procedural rule concerned cleanup and,was contained in a sub-
category with few cross-class rules and few idiosyncratic-rules. The
largest subcategory, use of materials, had a few widespread rules and
many idiosyncratic regulations. This suggests that, while the teachers

had consensus on rules for cleanup, many procedures for using materials
reflected special conditions and needs of individual teachers.

Similarly we found consensus on regulation of some aspects of
chair use, the number of students in a bathroom at one time, obtaining
a drink of water, and eating snacks. On the other hand, rules for par-

ticipati9n in class meetings, while common across classes, suggested
no conethsus, but reflected the idiosyncratic nature of these meetings
in epel classroom.

Of the 85 procedural rules indentified at Central School, only 12
were introduced in 5 or more of the classrooms. As already noted, the

most commonplace, introduced in eight rooms, concerned cleaning up
one's own materials. Two other rules were introduced in 6 classrooms;
the rules regulating use of cubbies and chairs. Like the clean-up

rule, these two rules tended to be present in the lower grades, but
absent in the upper grades. This suggests that the upper-grade f4ich-

ers may have felt that these rules were understood, or that students

adhered to these rules with no need for monitoring by the teacher.

Nine other rules appeared in 5 of the 11-rule lists. Several of

these rules:resembled the two rules discussed in the previous para-
graph in that they dealt with the issue of where materials should be
kept in the classroom; for example, specifying where coats belonged
and describing the appropriate placement of chairs in the classroom.
Other widely adopted rules focused on seating arrangements at various-..-,
times of the day; for example, how and where students were supposed
to sit during movies, or se4t4ng arrangements during, other activities.

It should be noted that 46 procedural rules were idiosyncratic to

particular classrooms. Most of these unique rules wereTntroduced by
either Teacher M, 4,.or W., Thit is not surpHsing since, as was re- --
ported in Table 3.1, these three teachers had the largest number of
procedural rules (M, 32; 4,-27; and W, 18). Of the 46 idiosyncratic-
procedural rules; Teacher M introduced 15; Teacher N, 11; and Teacher

W, 8. Thus the two K-1 classrooms accounted for 26 of the 46 idio-

syncratic procedural rules. As noted above, many of the idiosSmcratic
rules governed unique activitfes, such as Teacher M's list of rules

for the "Child of the Day." Similarly, 4 of the 8 idiosyncratic.rules

introduced by Teacher W provided guidelines for activities which did
not occur in other classrooms ("sharing goods" and "games day").

In general, within all procedural subcategories, the kindergarten
arid first-grade teachers, Teachers M and N, provided specific detail,
while more general principles sufficed in the.higher.grades. For ex-

ample, in the fifth grade, Teacher Q 's dhly clean-up rule required



students to "put their books away when they were through with them."
In contrast, Teachers M and N had five clean-up rules, including de-
tails not noted by other teachers: "When bell rings, clean up";
"Children place cups in the sink when done"; and "All disposables
are to be thrown in garbage." Except for rules about books, specific
rules about what to put where and when were found only in these two
classes.

The results of the student participation data collected at Cen-
tral suggest several implications for student behavior based on the
procedural rules. Students at Central School needed to be aware of
a large number of procedural rules, especially in the K-1 cluster of
Teachers M and N. Approximately one-third of the rules at Central
were procedural and, in the cases of Teachers M and N, students were
governed by 32 and 27 procedural rules respectively. Competent par-
ticipation, then, required the ability and willingness to conform
to a large number Of nonacademic procedures.

At the same time, there was a core of procedural rules which were
operational in most of the classrooms at Central School. The most com-
mon procedural rules focused on issues such as cleaning up, seating ar-
rangements, and the placement of objects in the classroom. The sub-
stantial overlap among expectations within this area made the adjust-
ment to new classrooms at the beginning of the year easier for students
who had been at Central School in previous years. Rather than learning
a whole new set of procedural rules, these seasoned students were al-
ready familiar with many of the expectations teachers introduced at
the beginning of the year. This familiarity with expectations common
to the entire faculty may account for the fact that several of the
most frequently mentioned procedural rules did not appear in the rule
lists of the fifth- and sixth-grade teachers (Q, T, and U). These up-
per-grade teachers may not have felt the need to reiterate the basic
and most common procedural rules since the students already voluntari-
ly adhered to them.

Nevertheless, students did have to learn a large number of proce-
dural rules in several of the classrooms. For example, Teacher W in-
troduced a number of-pfocedural expectations which were probably new,
even to students who had been at Central School for several years.
Similarly, students in Classrooms M and N were exposed to a large
number of idiosyncratic rules. These K-1 students may have found it
difficult to adjust to a second-grade teacher who did not use many of
the procedures adopted by Teachers M and N. That is, it is likely
that previous K-1 students had to ignore or forget a large number'of
procedural rules when they entered the second grade at Central School.

If we assume that the existence of a rule suggests the existence
of an area of classroom participation in which students were not
readily performing as desired, attention to the subcategories and to
both rules that agree and rules that diverge is instructive. Clean-
ing up, use of chairs, storage of personal materials, drinking water,
amd eating snacks suggest areas where teachers felt student behavior
required regulation. Teachers established rules to govern situations
that were particular to each individual classroom, but the common
rules established suggest that a consensds -- informal or formal --
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existed. The storage of personal belongings in cubbies, the use of
the bathroom, the drinking of water, and cleaning up were common is-
sues. The large number of idiosyncratic.rules, as noted, also sug-
gests the existence of unique attributes of various classes, the need
for detailed rules in the early grades, and a lack of consensus about
what behavior to require in class meetings, during films, etc. Hence,

to function successfully in a particularclass, a student needed to
sort out and respond to both cross-class and class-specific procedural
requirements.

Academic Rules

Rules in the second major category define the requirements for
student participation in academic matters. Of the 271 different rules

which were introduced by the 11 teachers, 61 were classified as acaL

demfc. In other words, roughly one-fourth of the rules identified at
jentral School prescribed student bdhavior in instructional situations.
Appendix B (Figures 9 through 15) provides information regarding the
extent to which these 61 academic rules appeared in more than one
classroom. These academic rules fall intø 6 subcategories, with 4
miscellaneous academic rules that did not fit into any one subcate-

gory. The following paragraphs discuss the rules in these subcate-
gories.

Work Behavior. The largest subcategory of academic rules con-
cerned regulaticins governing actual: work on academtc tasks (see Appen-

dix B, Figure 9). Ten teachers had at least one academic rule in this

subcategory. There was broad consensus on a number of rule areas, re-
flecting academic issues.that were foci-of mutual concern. The most

common rule area, enforced by eight teachers, concerned writing in

journals. Teacher M insisted on students "writing neatly," and Teach-

ers N, P, and Q agreed.. Other teachers added stipulations about time

spent on writing and the need for a date on each entry. While Teach-

er S only stated "Students can choose when they will write in their

journals," Teacher R's rule list was.more detailed:

Journals are private; no one is to rad another
person' journal.without permission except the.
teacher. The date is to be written-on journal
page every day. If one day's writing, does not
fill a page, students are to skip a line, put
the date and start the next entry. .Students are
to write on boWstdes of the page: Entries are
to be made every day. Teacher will collect some

days to check for quality. *,

Seven teachers had academic rules related to spelling. Six re-

quired the students to make a personal dictionary in which the teaCher

wrote difficult words. The seventh teacher required students to con-
sult a published dictionary to find word spellings.

Six teachers established a rule indicating that "Students are ex-
pected to read during silent reading." As there were no rules stating,
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for example, "Students should do Math during math," we assume that
many students may not have read during Silent Reading, thus requir-
ing the rule.

Five teachers imposed a rule regulating the use of cursive hand-
writing. The teachers of fourth-graders, Teahers 0 and R, required
"students [to] always write in cursive." Teacher 0 refined this to
allow students who had not yet learned to do cursive writing to use
printing. Interestingly, the fifth- and sixth-grade teachers, Teach-
ers U and T, were not so demanding. Both exempted students from us-
ing cursive writing during spelling tests, and Teacher T exempted all
tests. Thus, the rules regarding handwriting appeared to differ by
grade level. However, the students seeded to prefer to use printing
rather than cursive writing at all grade levels.

Most of the remaining 25 work behavior rules were idiosyncratic.
A few were present in two classes. Teacher M had four rules; all con-
cerned the use of paint. Teacher 0 had seven idiosyncratic rules,
some of hich were hortatory and vague, such as, "Students are sup-
posed to complete homework assignments," and "Homework should not be
crumpled." Others were more detailed: "When using,nonconsumable text-
books, assignments are to be done on a separate piece of paper."

It seems appropriate that the Majority of the work-behavior rules
concerned the undertaking and comp*ion of academic tasks. Similarly,
it is not surprising that there were many idiosyncratic-rules in this
subcategory as teachers varied in their approaches to instruction and
therefore had different participation requirements. It, is worth not-

ing that in the basic academic areas'.-- Reading, Math, Social Studies,
and formal spelling lessons -- there were no explicit rules that were
observed in operation. The reason for this is unclear, but it sug-
gests that instruction in these areas was similar across the classes
and so required little observable shaping of students' participation
in assigned work.

Finishing Work. Ten teachers had at least one rule concerned
with finishing work (see Appendix B, Figure 10). The absence of such
rules in Teacher M's class may be explained by the fact that these kin-
dergarten youngsters were not required to complete much,work at the be-
ginning of the school year. In the other classes, the teachers re-

quirement that work be completed was the most common rule.

The second most common work completion rule governed procedures
for submitting or filing of completed work. Eight teachers had such
regulations, usually requiring completed work to be placed in folders
or boxes. The wording Of these rules tended to be precise, for exam-
ple, Teacher S's instruction that, "Completed work goes in the orange
bin on the teacher's desk. Be sure your name is on your paper."

One other rule in this subcategory, shared by several teachers,
concerned what further assignments students were to begin when their
assigned work was completed.. Four teachers, P, R, T, and W, addressed
this issue. Teacher T stated, "If finish assignment early, students
are-to work on another assignment or read a book." Teacher R advised



a vague, if creative, approach: "When finish work, students are to
exercise skill in finding things to do."

There were five idiosyncratic rules in this subcategory sug-
besting individual teacher's concerns with details'of completing
work.

Starting Work. Commencing of academic tasks comprised a third
subcategory of academic rules (see Appendix B, Figure 11)*. Here the
most commom rule called on tpe students to begin by writing their
names on their papers. Only Teacher M (whose kindergartners might
not be expected to be able to write their names at the beginning of
the year), and Teachers S and V did not state such a rule. Most
teachers also insisted that the date be placed on the paper.

Interacting with. the Teacher. Students' need to obtain the at-
tention 'of and help from the teacher and their methods for doing so
seemed to be a prevalent classroom concern (see Appendix B, Figure
12). Ten teachers (all but Teacher M) had at least one rule in this
area. The most common rule exhorted the students to listen to the
teacher, as Teacher P said:

Students should listen to directions and follow
without asking the teacher. Students are to pay
attention when the teacher is reading, giving in-
structions, asking question, other students are
answering questions, or telling stories. Watch
the teacher when demonstrations are being given.

Teacher U stated:

Students are not to come up to the teacher and
interrupt her while she is instructing. Wait un-
til the teacher is finished.

A second rule in this subcategory that also defined appropriate
interaction with the teacher required the students to raise their
hands if they wanted to talk to the teacher. Six teachers across all
grade levels explicitly stated'this rule. -Another rule, stated by
five'teachers, indicated students should not interrupt the'teacher
when the teacher was working wtth other students. Several teachers
mentioned reading conferences, in particular, ay a time when they
should.not be interrupted. Based'on the interaction rules, it ap-
peared that students at Central School were expected to listen to di-
rections without interrupting, raise their hands to ask questions,
and Wait,their turn for help from the teacher.

If followed, such rules shbuld facilitate teacher monitoring of
many students' work during-a particular work period and provision of
help to students who most need it. They also supported the small-.
group learning activities several teachers employe0.

jaking a Testi Six teachers had rules governing tests (see Ap-
pendix B, Figure 11). The_limited number of such rules may'reflect
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the earliness of the school year and a subsequent lack of testing.
It is worth noting that the lower-grade teachers, M, N, and S, did
not establish test rules during the beginning of the year.. For those
who did, the most common'rule required students to work alone; the
second most common rule stated that students should not begin work
until told to do so. Three other rules were idiosyncratic.

Workin'g in a Group. The final academic behavior rule subcategory
governed group work procedures (see Appendix B, Figure 14). The three

lower-grade teachers, Teachers,M10, and S, and a special education
teacher, Teacher V, had rules in this subcategory. For the most part,
the early introduction of these group-specific rules reflected,the ex-
istence of activity centers in these lower grades.

Miscellaneous Rules. There were four rules that could not be
grouped meaningfully into any of the above academic subcategories
(see Appendix B, Figure 15).

Summar . Academic rules at Central School cefitered on the com-
pletion of work and interactions between students and the teacher.
Certain student behaviors were established to facilitate smooth com-
pletion of the work. For example, students were required to listen,
raise their hands, not interrupt, put their names on their papers,
and place completed work in designated.places. Teachers also ap-

peared to be concerned with procedures fordoing journals and ob-
taining the correct spelling of words. In addition, the upper-grade
teachers recognized students' reluctance to use cursive handwriting
and established rules in this regard.

'As with the procedural rules, some academic rules were ipecif-

ic and some were general goals. For example; many teachers had spe-
cific rules about where completed work was to be placed, as discussed
above. Some stated goals such as, "Finished products should have no
errors," and "Even if something is-hard,.keep trying to do it."

Roughly two-thirds of the academic rules were unique to partic-

ular classrooms. These 42 idiosyncratic rules were not distributed
equally across the II classrooms; that is, there were divergent num-
bers of idiosyncratic academic rules that were specific to a given

classroom. Teachers P, Q, R, and S each had less than three idiosyn-
cratic rules, while Teacher T introduced 8 unique rules, and Teachers
M and V had 6 unique rules each.

When this variability is examined, it is eirident that a number of
these idiosyncratic rules pertained to academic activities that oc-
cured in only the one classroom. In the case of Teacher MI four aca-

demic rules were designed to regulate student behaviorduring painting
activities. Teacher N had three idiosyncratic academic rules provid-
in9 guidelines for working at the Centers in his classroom. Teacher T

introduced three unique rules prescribing procedures for using "pack-'
ets." Many of the other idiosyncratic academic rules refered to par-
ticular aspects of the curriculum, e.g., Cooking,.Journals, and Spell-
ing.
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The implications of the academic rules for student participation
are somewhat similar to the ones presented in the previous discussion
of procedural rules. In some classes, students were required to adapt
to a large number of academic rules. Rules ranged from specific to
vague and defined expectations, some of which were reasonable, and
some of which were not.

Adaptation to expectations within the academic area priibably was
facilitated by the fact that there were several rules that regulated
student behavior in many classrooms. The existence of a core of wide-

ly adopted academic rules undoubtedly increased the possibility-that
students who had been at Central School in previous years were not
asked to learn a whole new set of academic expectations. Because

seasoned students were familiar with the common academic rules, their
transition from grade to grade shoyld have been successful.

Nevertheless, at the beginning of the school year, students at ct

Central School were exposed to 42 classroom-specific academic rules.
To participate successfully, all students thus had to adapt to some

new rules.

Talking and Noise Rules

Within the talking and noise rule cetegory, the Central School
faculty introduced 23 rules. These rules are listed in Appendix B,

-Figures 16-19. Analysis revealed 4 subcategories: talking during

academic work, talking during nonacademic work, other general stu-
dent talking (those rules always applicable), and talking-to-the-
teacher rules. The first subcategory contained approximately half

the talking and noise rules. Each subcategory is discussed below.

Talking During Academic Work. Regulation of talking during work

time is traditionally a major concern of teachers, and the rules de-
vised by the teachers at Central_School suggest that they shared this
concern (see Appendix B, Figure 16). For example, in six classrooms,
students could not talk when the teacher or another student was read-,

ing a story. Teacher T's statement of this rule was typical: "Stu-

dents are to pay attention and 'keep the peace' when teacher or other

students are reading aloud."

A second rule regarding talk during academic work also was em-

ployed by six teachers. The wording varied, but the essence was that
students were to work quietly. Talking was permitted so long as it
did not disturb others. In Teacher N's first-grade classroom the rule

was stated as: -'

Children are to work quietly at centers. Talk-
ing is permitted only if it does not distract
anyone.

In Teacher T's sixth grade the rule was,similar:
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Quiet talk is allowed during work time unless
teacher hears [a] voice across the room that is
too loud. (This included yelling as well as loud .

talk.)

Other academle-talking rules prohibited talk during silent read-
ing and class meetings. Five teachers enforced the former and four
teachers, the latter. _The reader will recall that the teachers had
procedural and acadealfc 'rules concerning participatfon in class meet-
ings and the necessity to read durinpsilent reading. The academic-
talking rules represent yet another effort to ensure proper student
participation during these academic activities.

The six remaining academic talk rules were in force in only two
classes or were idiosyncratic. All but one of these rules regulated
talking during specific classroom activities, such as movies, sharing,
testing, and so on. One, in Teacher V's class, stated that the "teach-.
er will not start lesson until class is quiet."

Talk During Nonacademic Work. Five rules lere employed that
restricted talk during nonacademic times of day (See Appendix B, Fig-
ure 17); all but onc were idiogyncratic. Teachers M's and N's class-
rooms insisted on quiet n the tower. Two rules, also lower-grade
rules, called for quiet during rest time. The-two remaining nonaca-
demic talk rules comprised Teacher T's insistence on quiet in the
classroom before_dismissal and Teacher V's-directive, "Don't turn on
the radio."

General Talkfng Rules. Six rules attempted to restrict noise at
all times of t e day see Appendix B, Figure 18). For.the most part,

these rules were loosely structured, allowingjiberal,considerations
for differences of opinion and teacher-student negotiation of appro-
priate behavior. Three teachers prohibited yelling in the classroom. -
Two teachers stated specific punishments if students were "too noisy."
For example, Teacher R indicated that, "Students can sit where they
want unless they get too noisy." Teacher T said, "When students are
too noisy,_the teacher will count. If the count reaches five, stu-
dents stay in an extra five minutes' t recess, lunch, or after school."
The three remaining rules, all idiosyncratic, also focused on limiting
noise in the classrooms.

Talking to the Teacher. Rules in thfs subcategory were similar
to those in the academic rule subcategory, "\l,nteracting with the Teach.
er."_ However, the rules listed here designated the interactions that
were appropriate during nonacademic activities (see Appendix B, Figure

19). Again, as during academic work, the major thrust was that stu-

dents were to listen when the-teacher save instruc ons (seven class-
rooms).

J

Summary. Five of the 24 talking and noise rules thot"Were iden-
tified at Central School were introduced by 5 or more te*ers. They

involved restrictions on talking while the teacher was giving instruc-
tions, during story time, while working, during silent readins, and



during class meetings._ They represented a widespread consensus about
acceptable interaction in the classroom.

Approximately half of the talking and noise rules (13 of 23) were
singular to one teacher's list of rules: There was some variability
as to,the extent to which individual teachers introduced idiosyncratic
talking and noise rules. All the rules introduced by Teachers M, 0, P,
U, and V were similar to those employed by at least one other teacher. .

They had no idiosyncratic talking and noise rules. In contrast, Teach-
er T had 4 idiosyncratic rules, and Teacher S had three such rules.

These results suggest that the sfudents should have had little
trouble learning the talking and noise requirements at,Central School.
In contrast to the.procedural and academic categories, this category
contained fewer rules. In addition, many rules were familiar to stu-
dents who had been at Central School in previous years. If students
had trouble adapting to the talking and noise regulations,,it would
seem that this would have been most likely to occur in Classrooms S
and T, since these teachers introduced more idiosyncratic rules than
the other teachers.

Mobility Rules

Nineteen mobility rules were identified. They are listed in Ap-
pendix B, Figures 20-22. There were few common mobility rules across
the classrooms at Central School. Sixteen of the 19 rules appeared .

in a single classroom; half were introduced-in the,K-1 Classrooms
(Teachers M and N).- This finding at first appears paradoxical,Aiven
the fact that studenti in these classrooms had considerable freedom
to move about. °Apparently, with more opportunity to move, there also
was a need for specific guidelines and restrictions.

Three subcategories of mobility rules were identified. The first
_contained rules designed to regulate movement around the classroom.
The second included rules that controlled movement on furniture and
apparatus. The final subcategory was concerned with physical contact
among the students.

Classroom Movement. One rule in this subcategory was noted by
Teachers M, R, and V. It required students to "sit" when they entered
the room. The other rules varied from teacher to teacher. .The follow-
ing examples provide a general sense of the areas of emphasis: "Go to
the desks for lights-out rest period," "No handsprings in the class-
room," and "Students may not move desks at random, must have teachEr
permission."

Specialized Equipment. These rules concerned use of apparatus in
the classroom and were found only in Teachers M's and N's room (see
Appendix A, Figure 21). Four of the seven rules concerned use of the
"tower-," a special piece of furniture constructed to provide sitting
areas at various levels where students Could sit to read and do other
work.
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Physical Contact. Three rules restricted students' physical con-
tact (see Appendix A, Figure 22). They involved requirementssuch as
"Students do not touch each other" so they must "leave spaces,between
themselves and the next person in line."

Summary. The 19 mobility rules discussed above suggest that,
while movement was an issue of.some import at Central School, accept-
able behavior took different forms in different classrooms.

Overall, the mobility rules indicated that once students had
left the first few grades.at Central School they should have had few
problems understanding the teachers' mobility expectations. Teachers
in grades 3-6 introduced few explicit restrictions on the mobility of
students during the beginning of the school year. This suggests that
the students at Central School already were aware of these rules by
the time they reached third grade and generally obeyed them. As a re-

sult, the teachers in the upper grades were not required to sanction
students with respect to mobilitx or to establish explicit regulations.

In contrast, adapting to mobility rules appeared to more of a
problem for students in grades K, 1, and 2. Thus, it may be necessary
for,teachers at these grade levels to establish the standards that per-
tain for the rest of the students' schooling experience at Central
School.

Ethical Rules

Seventeen_ethical rules were (ntroduced by teachers at Central .

School. These rules fall into three subcategories: courtesy to other
stUdents, respect for teacher, and resolution or prevention of con-

flicts., The.following paragraphs examine these subcategories.

Courtesy to Other Students. Manners, or courtesy and the main.

tainance of smooth interpersonal relations with other stugents was the
focus of 11 of the 17 ethical rules that were established (see Appen-
dix B, Figure 23). The most common rule in this subcategory regulated
belittling of other students. For example, Teacher P's rule stated,
"Do not 'put down' other students." Teacher U said, "Students are not
to be disrespectful to the other children." A total of five teachers

had krule of this type.

In addition, three teachers established rules regarding respect
for the property of other students (Teachers Q, S, and U). Teachers
N, R, and V asked students not to interfere with others while they ,

worked. Other rules in this subcategory-exhorted students not to .
compare their work with others' and established guidelines for the
sharing of food during snack times.

Respect for the Teacher. ,Four idiosyncratic rules were estab-
lished relative to respect for the teacher (see Appendix B, Figure,24).
These rules were.imposed by the two teachers who worked with learning

disabled students. Teacher V had three such rules: "Students are -

not to question the teacher's authority," "Students are to admit rule



violations," and "Students are not to tattle." Teacher W prohibited
the students from asking him to tell them about other students' prob-
lems -- Information he would not reveal. These four rules appear to
be attempts by these teachers to fhstill in their students the class-
room norms students in other classes may have already assimilated.

Resolution and Preventidn of Conflict. Three rules addressed

the issue of conflict between students (see Appendix B, Figure 25).
One rule that occurred in six classrooms prohibited'pAhing, hittinb,
jabbing, and shoving. For example, "Children must not hit each other,

push or shove," "Jabbing another student is unacceptable," and "Do
not push one another." The second conflict rule urged students to
solve their problems verbally, without arbitration,by the teacher.
As Teacher U put it, "Students are to settle their own conflicts."
Three teachers stated this rule. The final conflict rule was estab-
lished by Teacher M and stated that,she was available to help settle
problems if students' verbal efforts failed.

These rules suggest that students at Centril School were expect-

ed o get along with their peers, respect the property of other peo-
pl , and respect the teacher's authority. The rules established in

th learning-disabled classes further indicate that students in these

tw classrooms were less able or less willing to conform to et i al

e pectations than the typical student.

S hool-Imposed Rules

Appendix B, Figures 26-30, presents the school-imposed rules,in-
roduced at Central School. These.rules dealt primarily with 'Stu-
ents -behaviOr outside the.classroom where they were not under the

irect supervision of their classroom teacher. Since several of the
chool-imposed rules were clarified and revised during the debriefing

leeting held with the teachers, and many of the rules probably were
jintrOduced and enforced in contexts Which werenoi witnessed by'the ,

observers, in many cases, the rules.that appear on a rule llst in Apr -

pendix B are because the teacher felt it was necessary toAt students
know of the existence of that particular rule 'during a clOs discus- ,

sion. This may account for the unexpected idiosyncratic nature:of the

school-imposed rules.
,

Five subcategories of school-impoSed rules were identif-ied. -The
first included rules about recess, and'the second concerned qftportment.,
Each of these subcategories comprised eight rules. In additeton, six-

other school-imposed rules regulated students' behavior before school.
The final two subcategoriesAealt with the absence of adults and the

duties of parents. The following paragraphs delineate each of these
subcategories.

Recess. Recesi was a time during,the day when large numbers of
childFiTioTre together. Therefore, crowd-control problems arose a'nd

'rules were required. In addition, since the students were not likely ,

to be under the' supervision of.their classroom teacher, rules that
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were school-wide rather than idiosyncratic with each teacher are to be
expected in this subcategory.

All recess rules defined correct behavior on the Playground. The
most common rule prohibited students from running to recess and stipu-
lated that students should not run anywhere on the school grounds "ex-
cept on the grassy area." Five teachers, from kindergarten to sixth
grade, stated this rule.

A second recess rule actually was a subrule of the previous one.
It prohibited running on the blacktop (the asphalt area of the play-
ground). This rule was mentioned by Teachers N, P, and R. The third
recess rule, stated by Teachers N and P, reminded students not to play
on the hillside behind the school that bordered the school property.
Five other recess rules were stated by only one teacher (see Figure
26 ) .

Deportment. This subcategory of school-imposed rules compliments
the cOurtesy subcategory of ethical rules and deals with manners on a
school-wide basis (see Appendix B, Figure 27). The most common rule
vias discussed by 10 teachers (Teacher T being the exception). It cen-

tered around gum chewing. A second rule reminded students to flush

the toilet. Four teachers, from kindergarten to grade 6. stated this
rule. The remaining deportment rules were idiosyncratic; 4 were ar-s

articulated by Teacher R. ,

Coming to School. The process of arriving at school each day
presented a number of problems of management which were addressed by
six school-imposed rules (see Appendix B, Figure 28). Three regulat-
ed the use of bicycles as a means of transportation. Seven teachers
described the school policy that only third-, fourth-, and fifth-
graders might ride bicycles to school. Two idiosyncratic rules re-
minded students not tp ride on the blacktop and to lock thetr bikes.

The other rules in this subcategorx dealt with arrival time at
school, how to enter the classroom, and what to do on rainy days.

Supervision of Adults. According to the California State Educa-
tion Code, elementary students always are to be under the supervision
of an adult. A gfoup of school-imposed rules dealt with students' in-
evitable tendency to go places where adults were not present. Seven
teachers stated that students should not be in a room unless an adult
was there. As examples, Teacher 0 said, 'Students shouldn't be in a
cluster without a teacher," while Teacher Q noted that, "No students
are supposed to be in the classrdom withopt a teacher." Two idiosyn-

I
critic rules faced the same issue of adult supervision, one with re-

\.) gard to use of the telephone in the office and the other, the library.

Parental lesponsibilities. Two idiosyncratic rules (see Appendix

B, Figure 30), dealt with parents' responsibility for sending a note to
explain a student's absence (Teacher R) and the need for parents to
sign and return "emergency cards" (Teacher T.
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Summary. The school-imposed.rules emphasized management of stu-

dents outside of the-classroom. The wording of the-O-Uls suggests
the school's concern for the safety of stUdepts. The salience of
adult supervision, the prohibition of running in the yard, and the
procedures for riding bicycles to and froM school stress this aspect
of school life.

Miscellaneous Rules

Thirty-eight rules were clasiified as miscellaneous (see Appen-
dix13, Figure 31), none of which was shared by More than 2 teachers.
These rules covered a diverse set of issues, ranging from classroom
behavior to students' personal problems.

Miscellaneous rules were not equally distributed across the 11

teachers. Teacher V had 13 miscellaneous rules, 10 of which ap-
peared in no other rule list. Teachers S and N each had 5 idiosyn-

, cratic as miscellaneous rules.

,
In contrast, Teachers 0, P, Q, R, and T had three or less mis-

cellaneous rules. Thus, other influencial factors notwithstanding,
students in these five classrooms should have had less trouble adapt-
ing to their new social-instructional systems than students who were
introduced to a large number of miscellaneous rules.



CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS

Interpretation of the findings that are reported herein,- regard-
ing the rules that were.established in a successful elementary school;
requires the reader to keep two characteristics of the data in mind.
First-, the major data source was observations, cohducted over the first
four days of the school year followed by two additional observation
days, twoand six weeks later. Hence the rules that were identified
were those associated with the initiation of school. Second, the
analysis focused on axplicit rules that were identifiable because the
teachers stated them, sanctioned students' behavior that was not in
conformance with them, or both. As a result, classroom norms, expec-
tations, etc., that were followed by the students may have escaped
coding,'even though they were important features of the classroom in-

structional-social system. Therefore, the results reported here pro-
vide a useful, but somewhat limited, view of the requirements for suc-

, cessful participation by students in Central Elementary School.

Summary of Findings

Several general conclusions may be drawn from the findings re-

ported in Chapter Three. These are discussed below.

There was evidence of an inverse relationship betWeen grade level
and the total number of rules identified in each classrocm. As stu-
dents proceeded through Central School, they were exposed to fewer ex-

plicit rules. ThuS, it appears that, over time, the students' know- .

ledge increased relative to the ways teachers expected students to
participate in classroom activities. That is, students learned more

about the student role as.they moved from grade to grade. Because of

these socialization effects, teachers in the higher grades were e'e-

quired to spend less time making explicit statements about thetr ex-
pectations for student behavior than those in the lower grades. Ac-

cording to this interpretation, rules tended to surface in the upper
grades primarily when students violated some aspect of the teacher's
implicit definition of competent participation, and the teacher found
it necessary to :issue a reprimand:. This was demonstrated at Central
iihere few rules were placed intq operation by the upper-grade teach-

ers through-explicit definition and discussion of expected-student.

behavior.

Teachers at the lower grade levels tended to emphasize procedural

eules. In addition, in contrast to the upper-grade teachers, these
teachers seemed to use a deductive approach to rule-setting. They .



tended to state expectations frequently during the first few days of
school and actively tried to teach the expected student-role behaviors
to their students, rather than using the reactive, inductive style
that seemed to be more typical,pf teachers in the upper grades.

There was a linear relationship between grade level and propor-
tion of rules classified as academic. In other words, there was a
greater focus on academic rules in the upper grades than in the lower
grades. Thislinding is not surprising, given the fact that, in com-
parison to younger-children, older students are more capable of spend-
ing longer periods of time engaged in academic work and, as discussed
in Chapter Three, by the time the students reached the upper grades,
they had assimilated most of the procedural aspects of the student
role. The features of instruction that changed, based on the teacher
to whom they were assigned, were more apt to be specific procedures
for carrying out new and perhaps more complex academic tasks than be-
haviors such as how to enter the classroom or interact with the teach-
er or other students.

Consistent with the procedural rules findings, teachers in grades
K-2 placed greater emphasis on mobility rules than teachers in the
other classrooms at Central School. This finding also can be inter-
preted from a developmental perspective. As children grow older, they
find it easier to control their movements. Further, students in the
upper grades have a good idea of when they may move around classrooms.
They rarely are sanctioned due to inappropriate behavior of this type.
In addition, students in the lower grades were allcmed more mobility;
therefore, more rules were necessary to control this movement. The
upper-grade classroom activities tended to be more sedentary, so fewer
rules, whether implicit or explicit, were necessary to control the
students' movements.

Rules in the ethical category were particularly salient in the
classrooms of the two teachers who worked with learning-disabled stu-
dents. In contrast to the other teachers at Central School, these
teachers introduced several ethical rules. This finding suggests that
these two teachers made an adaptive response to the educational re-
quirements of their special-needs children. The students in these two
classrooms often had difficulty getting along with other students.
Consequently, the teachers found it necessary to provide explicit ex-
pectations regrding students' respect for one another, and the teacher.

The rules that were identified were distributed unevenly among
the categories. Of the 271 rules that were identified across all
classrooms, roughly one-third were procedural and one-fourth fell
into the academic category. Thus more than half the rules were of
these two types.

Rules within the seven categortes posed different adaptation
problems for students as they moved from classroom to classroom at
Central School. In general, Central students should have had little
trouble understanding the ethical and talking and noise rules intro-
duced by their teachers. These two categories contained few rules,
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and most of the teachers established rules which should have been

familiar to students who had been at Central School during previous

years. Similarly, expectations within the mobility category probably
posed few adaptation problems for students once they had completed

kindergarten and first grade. On the other hand, each teacher intro-
duced some academic rules that were unique to his or her classroom,

thus requiring students to adapt to new ways of participating. To

some extent this also was true of the procedural rules. Further, in

terms of sheer quantity, the procedural and academic categories may
have presented more difficulties for students than the other types of

rules. This may have been particularly true for younger students,
since their capacity to encode, store, and retrieve such large amounts

of situation-specific information was limited, compared to the cogni-
tive abilities of the olderstudents.

The rules at Central School ranged from precise, e.----;-"Afier you

use the toilet, flush" to vague, e.g., "When finish work, students are
to exercise skill in finding things to do" to hortatory, e.g., "Even
if something is hard, keep trying to do it," to difficult to achieve,

e.g., "Finished product should have no errors." In addition, some
rules reflected immediate expectations, such as flushing toilets or

putting names on papers, while others established long-term, continu-
ous goals, e.g., having no errors and being neat. Further, in order
to become operative, some rules had to be defined by usage and nego-

tiation between student and teacher. For example, while teachers pro-

hibited yelling and insisted on neatness, the definition of unaccept-

able yelling and what was meant by neatness could only be determined

by experience with a particular teachec.

Finally, the rules established at Central School in turn, sug-

gest areas of concern at the school and the degree to which the teach-

ers agreed on responses and solutions to these concerns. Table 4.1

lists the rules that were established by more than half the teachers.

Almost half of these 11 high-consensus rules involved some.aspects of

academic behavior. If the three academic-talking rules are added to

the rules from the academic category, we find that teachers at Central

School expressed substantial consensus on a number of academic matters.

These included when students should not talk and how they should ob-

tain the teachers' attention. Teachers also consistently required the

students to put their names on their papers, listen to the,teacher,

finish their wock, and place their work in the appropriate place. In

these areas, students moving through Central School met consistency

of expectations. Ttfree school-imposed rules governing gum chewing,

use of bicycles, and presence of adults also had wide consensus, as
did procedural rules regarding cleanup, chairs, and storage of matdri-

als.

Other areas of the schooling experience at Central suggested

problems to which the teachers responded with a variety of solutions

and/or problems that were unique to only one or two classrooms. The

subcategories of rules that had large numbers of idiosyncratic rules

were in the procedural category and the academic subcategory related

to doing work.
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Table 4.1

Rules Reflecting Consensus Across Classrooms
at Central School

i

RULE CATEGORY STUDENT BEHAVIOR TO WHICH RULE IS RELATED
NUMBERDr--
TEACHERS

ESTABLISHING
RULE

School-Imposed Gum chewing restrictions 10

Academic Write in journals
,

8

Academic Required to finish work 8

Academic
,

Place finished work in specified place

Academic Put name on paper 8

Academic Listen to teacher and follow directions 8

Procedural When you make^a mess, clean it up

,

8

Academic Get help with unknown words 7

School-Imposed Who can ride bicycles 7

School-Imposed Requirement of adult supervision

Talking and
Noise

Listen when teacher gives nonacademic in-
structions

. 7

Talking and
Noise

Do not talk during Story time 6

Talking and
Noise

Work quietly so you do not disturb others 6

Procedural Keep own materi,als in cubhy (storage area) 6

Procedural Care of chair 6

Academic Mint read during silent reading

Academic During work time, raise your hand if you
need help from the teacher
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The above, then, are the major conclusions that emerged from the

analysis of the rules introduced at Central School at the beginning of

the school year. The relationships between these findings and those

from previous research are discussed next.

Relationship of Major Findingl_to Previous Research

As was pointed out in the introduction to this report, this rules

analysis serves as a follow-up to a previous investigation conducted'

by the Far West Laboratory research team. Tikunoff and'Ward (1978)
investigated the rules established at the beginning of the school year

tn three classrooms that were in three schools serving student popula-

tions that were primarily minority and fromlow SES families. In con-

trast, Central School served a predominantly white, Middle-class popu-

lation. Nonetheless, in the three fourth-grade classrooms studied
by Tikunoff and Ward (1978), the distribution of rules across the sev-

en rule categories was similar to the overall pattern found in the

present analysis. In both studies, the procedural brld'academic rules
accounted for more than half of the rules that were identified. In

addition, both analyses indicated that it was rare for one of the oth-

er categories to contain more than 10 rules and the rules that re-
mained after the procedural and academic coding was completed tended

to be evenly distributed among the remaining 5 categories.

Also, in 2 of the 3 classrooms studied by Tikunoff and Ward, the

total number of rules was comparable to the number of rules identified

in each of the 11 classrooms at Central School. One Tikunoff and Ward

classroom had a considerably higher number of rules. This convergence

suggests that it is typical for anelementary teacher to establish

between 40 and 50 rules at the beginning of the school year. It-iS

interesting to note that this finding holds in spite of the demograph-

ic differences between the schools. The number of rules did not ap-

pear to be influenced by the type of Student served. Further,.the
findings reported in the present inquiry suggest that the teacher in

the previous investigation who introduced 135 rules is ncrftypical.

In other words, it seems likely that the social-instructional system

introduced by this particular fourth-grade teacher.in the earner

study was unusually complicated.

In addition to the above similarities in findings, there was one
noteworthy difference between the findings reported by Tikunoff and

Ward and the results of the school-wide analysis conducted at Central.

The earlier study found that academic rules outnumbered procedural

rules, while at Central School procedut.al rules were more prevalent

than academic rules. This difference seems to reflect the fact thai

Tfkunoff and Ward studied fourth-grade classrooms, while the present

study was conducted in an entire school. Stress.on academic rules al- .

so occurred in the upper grades at Ccntral School but not in the lower

ones. Hence it appears that the earlier results may be applied to

other upper-grade classrooms, but not to classrooms at the lower grade

levels.
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Building from both studies, it appears that a student is required,
to know and respond to a minimum of some 40 different rules in order to
participate appropriately in a typical elementary classroom. Depend-
ing upon how long the student remains in the school and how consistent
teachers are with regard to the rules that are enforced, appropriate
performance of the student role may become easier as the student pro-
gresses through school. On the other hand, since many procedural ex-
pectations appear to become implicit rather than explicit parts of,the
instructional-social system in the upper-grade classrooms, adapting to
school may be more difficult for upper-grade students who are new td
the school than it would be for such students at the lower grades,
where the teachers explicitly state and sanction procedural and other
behaviors. In any case, the beginning of the school year is a time
when the teachers and the students establish the standards under whieh
social interactions4s academic work, and procedural dctivities will be
carried out for the remainder of the school year and possibly for sev-
eral years in the students' educational experience.
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INSTRUCTIONS'10 TEACHER FOR CODING CLASSROOM RULES

Classroom rules are an important facet of any social-instruction-
al system. Social behavior in the classroom is heavily influenced by
the rules which have been established by the members of the teaching-
learning community. in order to describe and understand what goes

. on in classrooms, it is necessary to know the rules which regulate
the behavior of students. Since you have first-hand knowledge of the
norms operating in your classroom, you are in a perfect position to\
describe these rules.

\ We all have a fairly good idea of what a classroom.rule is. How-
\ever, in some-tates it is difficult for people to decide if a particu-
1 r expectation.should be classified as a classroom rule. It is often
he ful to have a formal definition when trying to classify these bor--
der 4ne, ambiguous cases.

We would like to propose the following definition: A classrOom
rule is\a general, normative guideline which specifies the kinds of
behavior or which students can be punished or rewarded. There are
several th'ngs to note about this definition.

First, rules are general expectations which are relevant in more
than one particular saVifT6F. Rules need to be distinguished from
instructions. In contrast to rules, instructions are task-specific.
Some examples of instructions are: "Read Chapter 2 in the green book",
"Use a pencil to do this assignment", "When you finish, work on your
Math." Although students are expected to follow these directions and
may be sanctioned if they do not, these expectations are relevant in
onlyone specific situation. They do not-apply to other lessons and
other days. In contrast, the following should be classified as class-
room rules: "Students are supposed to read during silent reading",
"Worksheets should never be done with a pen", "Whenever an assignment
is completed, go on to another one." These expectations are general
and apply to different lessons in different ways.

Second, classroom rules are normative expectations. They refer

to behaviors which students should perform. When in doubt, ask the
following question: Does this expectation describe what students
are suposed to do? If the answer to this question is negative, the
expectation should not be classified as a rule.

Third, closroom rules are intimately tied to the notion of lia-
bility. They refer to behaviors for which students can be held re-
sponsible and, hence, are subject to rewards and punishments. You '

should not classify an expectation as a classroom rule unless you are
willing to reward students who adhere to it and punish those who don't.
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It also should be noted that classroom rules need.not be explicit.
The behavior of students can be shaped by normative expectations whlch
are implicit. For example, we observed that older students at Central
SchoTFUTEW go to the bathroom or get a drink of water without ask-
ing permission. In many cases, these rules were never communicated
explicitly.

)' Hopefully, the formal definition will help identifrclassroom
dules as you read through your protocols. We would like ydu to make
a list of the rules' which were introduced Auring the first four days
6f school. Enclosed are several sheets of paper which should-hake
the task easier for you.

Whenever you encounter a new rule in one of the protocols, we
/would like you to highlight it with a Yellow pen. Two yellow high-

' lighters are enclosed. A number should be assigned to that'rule and
2,4-!, this number should be recorded in the far-left column of the enclosed

V 'sheets. The information required for each rule should also be record-

led. This includes the day (1, 2, 3, or 4) and the Oge of the proto-
col. Each ruleIhould recetve,a brief label (e.g., no talking, listen
to instructions, raise hand). A description of the rule should be writ-

ten in the' far-right column. You may also want to include additional
information about that irrticular rule if it strikes you as especially
interesting.

.0

As an illustration of the coding procedures, consider the follow-
ing example. Suppose the following material was encountered on page 5
of the protocol for the third day:

Several students are working on their math assignment;
Teacher says to the class: "I want °everyone sitting

during snack time."

The first step in the coding involves highlighting the quotation
"I want everydne sitting during snack time" with a yellow.pen. Next,

the nUmber 14 would be placed in the left-hand column of the protocol
as indicated above This indicates that this was the fourteenth rule
introduced since the beginning of school.

Next, you would turn to the coding sheet and fill in the required

information. The coding would look something like this:

Number Day Page Label Description

13 ..- .... -- -- .

..

2 14 3 5 Snack- Students are supposed to
Sitting sit during- snack time.

15 . -- --
.

--
.



You should also be aware of two other procedural suggestions.
First, you should probably use a pencil. You may decide to combine
expectations or sub-divide other ones and this will require renum-
bering the rules which have been previously identified. Second,

whenever you are uncertain if an expectation fits the formal def-
inition presented above, you should probably.include it as a rule.
In other words, we would prefer that your list be too long rather
than too short. The observer for your classroom will be indepenJ
dently working on a similar list. Any disagreements between the
two lists of rules will be resolved when we meet with you individ-
ually to present the results of our analysis.

After.you have completid the list of classroom rules, please
list any other rules which were introduced after the first four
days. We need a complete description of your current socioal-in-

. structional system.

I

o
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114Slifft N N S P 0 N

GRAN/ K-1 K-1 2 2-3 . 7-4 4

Nig'

0 U 1 V

S S-fi 6 1-6

V
1;6

P-1 Keep your Keep all Personal becks are Personal Each student

things in your meter- belongings tn he work materials will have a

your cubhy. tots in aro sup- space and should be cubby end

your cubby. posed to cobbles In desk keeP Soli -

he kept in are tn or cuhby plies In lt.

desk or keep things hole. Keep Sup-

cubby. in except plies in the

lunches, supply area.

P-2 Vow are Take care Students Students Have 4 Peg-

resOnnsIble of cray- are respon- may take cll ulth

for getting ona--you sible fur pencils you alwayS,

your gum net lust keeping from pen- Keep it In

supplies. one box track of cil bun your coldly

ell year. their pen- without ask. so that

Nay get sup- clls. ing: stu- it doesn't

plies wIth7 dents only get lost.

'out asking'. get one

Use meter. pencli II

ials aPPro- month, he

prtately-- sure tn put

don't throw them away;

them, etc. may sharpen
without

permission.

P-3 If you haye Put lunch,

a lunch in your

Poll. out It cubbY. ....,

in your ,

cubhy.

lunch and
all nthir
food go In
the. cubbles.

lunch boxes
(bons) go on
shelf above

Children
should Put
their
lunches In
cubby holes.

P-4 Coats be- Rang up Jackets are , Coats Students

Inng in 44'1" Oar.
to be hung should be Should keep

coat cubby, ments On nyer by cub- king up ein their cloth-

If hangers garment hies, not on coat rack. Ing off the

are avail. cubby, chairs, floor.

able, hang
them Up. ,

P-S

.

After lunch
recess, line
lunch tonnes

up at the
door.

Put lunches
at goad dour,

P-6 llnn't pick

. up ladder.

Figure 1: Procedural rulei: Material use.



IfACUFW M N S P 0
GRAM 0' K-1 K-1 2 2-3 3-4

P-/ When In
tower, keep
hands and
heads in.

4
I)

5-6 6

P-I1 You may
bring your
own pens
to school.

P-9 Keep sand
in the

sandbox.

P- 10

P-11

P-12

Sit behind
your lap
board. It

can be in
your lap or
on the fluor-
in front of
you.

Use the
smooth sur-
face of the
lap board.

Pillows can-
not be moved
from floor
to floor.

P43 Don't put
the pencils
in your
mouth.

P-14 Students
must wear
shoes in the
classroom.

Figure 1. Procedural rules: Material use (cont.)
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ltACNIN
LOW K-I K-I
NMI
P-15

V
2-3 3-4 4 S 5-6 6 1-6 . 1.6

Mall moni-
tors will he
assigned;
there will
hr a sign up
shrrt to he
a monitor.

P-16

P-17

PAO

P-I9

Keep honks
tieing read

in the desk.

Names

should he
nn lunches.

No not
kick the
red balls
(because

!bey break

easily) or
the smooth
white hall
(volley-
ball).

Oci not dam-

age equip-
ment. NEU.
Ries. etc.

On not write
on note-
books..

Figure 1. Procedural rules: Material use (cont.)

Get permis-
sion from
teacher to
qo into
teacher's
desk;



Trimn M N S P 0 14 0 UGRAM K-1 K-I 2 2-3 3-4 a s 5-6IMF
P-22

6 1-6 1-6

Use glue
only on a
covered
table.

Games from
P-23

games closet
are to he ,

used only on
games day.

Figure 1. Procedural rules: Material use (cont.).
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FFACHilt M Pt S
GRAOt K-I K-I 2

Plitt

P-24 Only one fley go to

person at a the bath-
time may room with-
use the out asking.
bathroom.

0
2-3 3-4 4

Only one
girl and
one boy
out of the
room on
bathroom
at A time
(sign up
place will
know this).

0' V
5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students my Notify the
go to the teacher be -
restrain as fore going
necessary; to the
no special bathroom.
permission
is needed.

P-25 Go to re-
cess when
excitsed

from your
center.

Not to
leave until
dismissed
by teacher.

Students may Students
not leave shouldn't
roma at re- leave the

'ceisi lunch, classroom
end of day, without the
etc., until teacher's

teacher dis- permission.
misses them.

P-26 tine UP
outside the
door near
the sandbox.

Line up at, Before enter-
the door inn classroom,
before line up in a
school. single line

(boys and
girls mixed).

P-27 1Wring re-
CPSS, may
comp in to
go to the
.hathruom.

You cannot
come into
the class-
room during
recess with-
out the
teacher's
permission
unless you
are golog
to the bath-
room,

Move foto
the class-
room quiet-
ly.

triter class-

room through
front door.

runQuiet-
ly. Go to
your desk
and net
busy.

Figure 2. Procedural rules: Leaving and entering the classroom.
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GUAM k-1 K-I 7 7-1
MI

n k I) U 1

1-4 4 S S-6 6

P-74 Get orderly No bubbles.
before com-
ing into
room.

P-31)

P-3I

V V
1.6 1-6

Whn amino
from build-
ing to build-

ing. stay
behind the
group leader
named by the
tearher.

Students are
supposed to
go as
class from
one part of
the campus
to another.

Students Come to
are sup- class on
posed to time do/
come to uhen sched,
the class. sled and
room on leave on
time. time. If

late, mite
time op
after
school.
If early,

ly ootil
time.

0.32 Don't have
to ask
permission
to go to
the bath-
room.

P-33 Don't use
thr staff
bathroom.

0-34 Kindergarten-
ers line up
at the front
door for dis-
missal. first
graders lior op
at the gale for
lough.

Figure 2. Procedural rules: Leaving and entering the classroom (cont.).
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GRAM

P-35

P-36

2-3/

M X S

K-I K-I 7

No cutting
in line.

2-3
0
3-4 4 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students
are to
wait to be
excused at-
ter the
movie.

Students are
supposed to
qo to re-
cess with

their home-
r00111.

Figure 2. Procedural rules: Leaving and entering the classroom (cont.).
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P-38 Keep chairs Tuck in Chairs are Chairs Put chairs Studentson the your chair, to be pushed should be on lop of should putfloor. ilo in when not stacked, desk side- their chairsnot tip being used. WOO, on top ofthem or
desks at

play with
end of day.

them.

P-39

5-6 1-6

When watch-
ing a film,
sit appro-
priate dis-
tance from

screen.

Students are
to sit up
(not.lie on
floor) dur-
ing movie.

P-40 Can sit in Sit on the Rocking
rocking edge. of chairs are
chair only the blue not allowed
Auriog ac- circle, in the meet-
tivity log area.
time.

Students
who sit
along edge
of reading
center may
sit at
desk dur-

ing class
meetings.
Students
may lie on
the rimy
as long is
they pay
attention.

Students Everyone Sit on the
are to should sit floor un-
sit on the on the less run-
floor dur- floor when ning the
ing movies watching movie (no
(cluster movies, longer en-
rule). first amend. forced),

ment: stu-

dents can
sit on
chairs if
they are
in the rear
of the room. .

Second:
chairs can't
be farther
back than
the pro-
jector.

Figure 3. Procedural rules: Use of chairs.

Don't sit
on rocking,
chair when
teacher
wants to
sit there.
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TEACHER .M
611A01 K-I K-I
R011

V-4I

P-42

P 0 R 0
7-3 3-4 4 5

U I V 11

5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students Students Students Don't
may sit should not are sup- roughhouse
where they sit on the posed to on the
choose, hack or 'sit in couch.

arms of their
the sofa chairs.
(hack is
enforced
Woe fre-
quently
than arms).
Role is en-
forced dur-
ing meet-

ings.

Push chz!r1
under desks
when not

using them.°

Any chair Chairs must
taken from be.put back
a desk where they
must be belong after
returned, used for
Put chairs class or
back under group meet -
your desks. ing. etc.

If you
move furni-
ture. re-

place It.

P-43 five Only 7
people persons
each day on couch;
are chos- one day ii
en by the boys day;
teacher; next girls.
only ones etc.
who can
sit on so-
fa all day.
After lunch.
they are
first to get
drink. When
finosheC tap
anotheF per-
son to get
a drink. May,

use sofa for
after-lunch
rest.

,)

During
meetings.
students
with num-
bers of
the day
can sot
on the
couch.
Group de-
cides who
can sit.

figure 3. Procedural rules: Use Of chairs cont.).



HAMM
GRAPE K-1 K-1
ROLF

P-44 Story rules: Sit in
sit on front of
floor, waterbed

during
story.

P-45

P-46

P-47

P-411

0
2-3 1-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students
are sup-
posed to
sit in the
rug area
during
story time
(later
this was
revised to
permit
working
on melt);

Sixth-grad- Sixth-grad-
ers can ers can
stand dur- stand dui'.

ing assem- ing assem-.
blies. blies.

Students
chairs are are not
for teach- to sit in
ers only the black
(it has chairs,
not been which are
enforced, reserved
although ' for teach-
students ers .

are aware
of it).

Take down
chairs be-
fore get-

ting set-
tled in
the morn-
ing.

Students are
not tO pOt
their feet
on their
desks or
tilt hack
in their
chairs.

Figure 3. Procedural rules: Use of chairs (cont.).
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WULF
11-49 Child of Notation

the day of Child

gets to of the
choose Day is-
someone alpha-
and to- betically
pother by first
take the name.
roll book
to the
office.
take roll
book to
school

secretary's
desk.

II
5-6

1 V
6 1-6 1-6

P-50 Big Rook: Child of
Child of the Day
the Day can choose
sits me a friend
table and to help
turns take roll
Pages. hook to

the office.

P-52

P-53

Child of Child of
the Day the Day
turns controls
lights classroom
off/on for lighting.
films .

come in

to rest.

Studenti
are ex-
pected to
turn off

lights when
they leave
the class-
rmm.

Child of
the Day
washes
dishes
from snack
time.

Child of
the flay
is leader
in lines.

on walks.
and Flo-A
in 4 game.

Figure 4. Procedural rules: Child of the day.



TI400.11 N N S P 0 k 0 D T VGRAM K-I K-I 7 2-3 3-4 4 5 - 5-6 6 l-hMDT
P-64 Child of

the Day
picks

first 5
to get
snacks.

P-55 Child of
the Day
first one
to be dis-
missed
home.

P-56 Child of
the Day
rings
clean-up
bell.

P-57 --fvery day-, Take daily
alphabett- turns having
cally by Child of the
first hay respnn-
narees--a sibilities.
child is
Picked as
Child of
the Day.

Figure 4. Procedural rules: Child of the day (cont.).
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GRADE
RUtt

P-5H

P-62

K-I K-I 2 2-1 1-4
I)

4 5-6 6 1-6 14
After re- Students
Cess, gO are to he
to snia sitting
for a class on floor,
meeting, sofa, or

chairs
when at
group
meeting.

Students Students
are nnt are to
supposed stay at
tn leave (lass meet-
class meet- lug until
ing before teacher ex-
it ends. ruses them.

let teach-
er finish
hefore
leaving
the meet-
inq.

If lots of

People
want to par
ticipate,
teacher
will assign
numbers
(sequence)
to keep
order.

No writing
on chalk-
board dur-
ing meet-
ing.

During
meetings,
students
should be
facing

eath othmr.

Figure 5. Procedural rules: Class meeting.



ItACINA
K-I k-I

P-63

P-64

P-h5

?-1 3-4 4 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students
assigned tg
Spacing,'

U's room
should sit
in her room
during
first meet-
ing.

Goods
rules: you
eay WS on
goods.

Figure 5. Procedural rules: Class meeting (cont.).

6

You my
tell a bad
tt you tell
a good.



flAFH111 14

Idi601 K-1 K-1
HOU
P-bh Purim; film,

don't raise
hand tn
war shadows
(04 during
leader tape).

2
0

V2-1 3-4 4 S 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

P 67 When you
hear your
nape cal/ed.

sAY some.
.thing.

P-64

P.71

P-72

No indepen-
dent time
in the mGrn.
inn tor
first grad-
ers.

,-

Iyeryhody

participates
in all

dasSr0111%
activItles.

Initials on
bmirdwran
have 4 pen-
alty.

Games day
is usually

the last
Friday of
the month
or the Fri-
day before
vacation.

Figure 6. Procedural rules: Participation.

Complaints
are tn be
written
and placed
in "on"
basket.



TEAfNfA
GRANT K-I K-I
RULE
P-73

2
0 0 U T V

2-3 3-4 4 S 5-6 6 1-6 I 1-6

Figure 6. Procedural rules: Participation (coni.

76

NO slap-
ping games
are al-
lowed.



fEADifil

&MADE
AIDE

P-74

P-76

N S P 0
A-1 A-I 7 7-3 3-4

Ii V
5 5-6 6 I-6 1-6

Clean up
your Stuff.

Materials
are tn be
put away.

Everyone nefnre qo Students Clean off
clean up tn recess, must clean desks at
your area. papers in up befnre end nf
Clean uP desk. In the end of reading
your desk. addition. the day. period.
Put away materials fnd of day.
materials . are to be check all
properly. organized. areas, put

things in
desk. Stu-

dents are
to clean
up and
walk out
to recess
and lunch.

All stu- When you
dents dre use mdteri-
expected els, clean
to clean up and put -

up. back uhen 4

you ore
finished.
Put away -

games when
YOu aro
finished. -

If other
things
need clean-
ing up: do
it.

See if Children
other clean shnuld
up is need- pick up
ed and do books and
it. arrange

them neat-
ly on

shelves.

Students
are to
stack
honks
neatly.

Students
should put
their hooks
away when .-
they're
through
with thee.

Friday is Students
desk inspec- are %op-
tion; desk posed to
should he keep their
organized desks
and clean. clean.

Dn nut
draw on
desk.

Do not

write on
desks or
chairs.

P-71 When bell
ringi,

clean up.

P. 7A

P-19

Children
place coos
tn the sink

when one.

All dispns-
- ahles are tn

he thrown
in garbage.

Figure 7. Procedural rules: Clean up.

7



Yr krill

GRAM K-I K-I 2 2-3

P-A0 May get a Students
drink with- may gel
out asking. drinks in

classroom
but not dur-
ing group
meetings.

P-R1

P-N2

0 P 0
3-4 4 5 5-6 1-6

11

-1-6

Students No getting. Students
may get up for a may get
a drink drink while drinks
without teacher is without
asking reading or asking
permis- during a permis-
Sion. meeting. sion.

tat snacks
at table.

Students are
to sit at
desks to
eat. If

have little
snack left,
can eat it
outside
standing by
door.

If they are
eating in
the room,
they should
be seated
(refined to
prohibit
eating OR
the couch).

Snack time
is lust be-
fore recess,
snacks are
to he eaten
in the room.

Students are
to have
snacks at
beginning
of Mwning
recess.

Snacks be-
fore morn-

ion rtCess
only.

P-153 Choose milk,
or juice.,

pour your
own drink.
If you spill,
clean up
afte'r your-
self.

P-f14

P-$5

Drinks are
poured nnly
to a point
of 2/3 full
on the cup.

Students
should get
a drink of
water be-
fore coming
In trot,' re-

cess.

Figure 8. Procedural rules: Snacks.
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'HEWN
OAP/ K-I K-I

0
7-3 3-4NMI

4-I When work, When stu- Students
inn on dents are can chnose
journals, ten-king on when they
students their jour- will write
are suP- 'MIS, they in their
posed to are sup- journals,
write posed to
neatly, write neat-

ly and date
every en-
tey.

Students When stu-
are to dents are
spend at working on
least 15 their Jour-
minutes nals, they
each day are sup-
writIng posed to
in their wrtte and
inurnals; date every
they are to entry.
write neat-
ly; if do
not finish

Page.
wrtte an-
other date
and start
new day's
entry; every
entry should
he dated.

4

Journals
are pri-
vate, no
one to
read with-
out per-
mission
except
teacher..
Nate on
Aournal
page every
day. If

do not
fill a
paw, sktp
line, put
dale and
start next

PPtry.
Write both
suites nf

Page. Wake
daily entry.

Teacher will
cntlect
(smile days)

tn check for
quality.

5-6 6 1-6

When work-
ing in
their jour-
nals, stu-
dents are
to write
neatly.

Students
are AS.
SiOOPO tO
work in
their Jour-

twice a
week.

4-7 When Ito- When stu- When stu- When stu- When stu- When stu- When stu-
dents peed dents need dents need dents need dents need . dents need dents need
help ;pet- help ;Intl-. help spel- help spel- help spel- help spel- help spel-
ling a -lord, ling a word, ling a word, ling a word, lino a word, lino a word, ling a word,
they are to they are to they are to they are to they are to they are to they are to
bring per- hrtnq per- lona in the bring per- hring per- brunt per- bring per-
sonal dtc- sonal dic- dictionary ;anal dtc- sone! clic- sonal Mt- sonal dic-
-tinnary ..0 tionary so Wore ask- tionary so tionary so tInnary so tionary so .
teacher can teacher can incuthe teacher can teacher can teacher can teather can
write word write word teacher, write word write word write word write word
in thew, in them, in them, in them, in them, in them,
();WrI to open to open to open to open to open to
0,00 where page where page where page where .paue where page where
word should word shnntd word should word should Word should word should
he wrviten. 'No written, he written, he written, he written.. he written.

Figure 9. Academic rules: Work behavior.

3



TfArNfR M
GNAW K-I X-I ?-3 3-4 4 ,5

A.3 Students are Students are Teacher Students During si-
expected tn to read expects ar sup- lent read-
rend during during si- students posed tn inq stu-
silent lent read- to read read dur- dnts are
reading. inn. hnth text- ing silent not to

blinks and reading. spend a
paperbacks large
during si- amount of
lent read- time look-
ing. tng for a

book.
They

slutuld

he pre_
pared to
read.

A.I

A-5

A-6

II V

1-6

Students
are sup-
posed to
read dur-
ing silent

reading.

Fourth-
graders
should
write in
(ursive
unless it
Is Impos-
sible In,
them.

Studnts
00(04
always
writ in
(ursive.

Cursive All sixth- Those who
writing is graders are know cur-
demanded to-write in sive should
in story- cursive ex- use it.
writing cept when
and other given spe-
sghjects cial per-

. except mission
spelling. (e.g.. can

print in

tests).

Students 5tudent5
are sup- are to
posed tn take 'home-
complete work home,
homewnrk bring tt
assign- hack along
ments. with hnoks,

et(. Moth.
'er may not
hring it
in.

Can do Students
pdrtner- must have
reading their own
it ask houks dur-
pernos- inu silent
sion. reading un-

less given
permission
to partner-
rddd.

Figure 9. Academic rules: Work tehavior (cont.).



GRAOf K-I
ROLF
A-7

K-1
0 N 0

7-3 1-4 4 5-6 6

Work should
be neat an0

V

1-6

finished
product
should
have no
Priors.

1.6

A-R Wear paint
short when
you paynt.

A-9 May take
Paynting
home ne t
day to al-
low to

dry.

A-10 Keep
paint in
dishpan.

A-Il

A-12

A-13

A-I4

Put hrush
in roolit

color
paint.

!luring

reading
tome, stop
only If
you have
a problem.

Homework
should not
hp crum-
bled.

Stories are
not to bp

written in
-the journal.
-(IhOs rule
was dropped
the third
week of
school).

Figure 9. Academic rules: Work behavior (cont.).



0
X-1 2 2-3 3-4 4 5

'T
5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Independent

actIvittes
are to be
done alone.
Amendment:
5tudents
can collab-
orate if
they want.

When using
non-consum-
able text-
bunks, as-
signments

are tn he
done nn a
separate
piece nf
paper..

Students are
moil red
to share
hooks--

must choose
optIons
and vary

them, can-
not do same
process all
the ttme.

Students

are sup-
posed to
uSP cnin-

plete Sen-
tences
when writ-

ing Papers.

Skill les-
sons must
he done
with teach-
er.

Figure 9. Academic rules: Work behavior (cont.).
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ICArHflt

GRAM

A-70

A-21

A-23

A-24

A-25

0 K 0 0 1 V 0K-1 K-1 2 7-3 3-4 4 S-6 6 1-6 1-6

Individual
reading

assignments
should be
dune in
order.

Story must Reading
be read be- procedure:
fore pack- Read story
et is first.
received

r

Then do writ-
ten work.

Then do
worksheet.

Writing
should he
legible.

Figure 9. Academic rules: . Work behavior (cont.).

Words don't
have to be
spelled
correctly
in journal
or in cre-
ative writ-
ing.



TEACHFR 0
GRAPE K-1 K-I 7 2-3 3-4
RULE '

A-26 Responsi- Conferen- Students Students
bility for ces will ' are ex- are sup-
completion be used pected to posed to
of tasks, to deter- finish as- work dur-

mine when stoned ing work
finished work by time (on
work the end of task).
should the day,
be com-
pleted.

4 5 5-6 6
V V.
1-6 , 1-6

Students Students Work which
who are to should he is not !in-
complete working on Ished in
work, if the work class must
don't do assignment, he done at
consis- home.
tently,
will have
tti stay in

and finish
at recess
or after
school-.

Studnts
may have
free time
if com-
plete work
before end
of day.
',01fle work

not due un-
til pod of
day or week,

students
must know
when due
and com-
plete on
time.

Students All work
are sup- must be
Mosed to. compfeted.
finish
their work.

A.27 First grade Completed Finished pa- Wnrksheets . Finished
finished work goes pers go in go into in- papers are
work goes in the or- wooden work dividOal to go in
in folders. amqe bin on box. Unfin- folders various

the teach- fshed papers (writing, "In_pas-
er's box. are to he .stories. kets."
Unfinished returned and math, read- folders
papers are placed in ing). Pu- stay in
to he re- work folder. pits are desk so
turned and responsi- can keep
placed in ble for . work organ-
work folder. writing and nized; one

other fold- folder is
ers. for math;

everything
else ones
in other
folder.

All Unfin.
ished work
must be in
desk.

Finished Put your
papers go folder in
in vari-. the ule
ous boxes basket at
on table the end of
in the the hour.
room. Keep the

Journals
and job
sheets in
the fold-
ers. Get

folder
with work-
sheets from
your cubby.

Figure 10. Academic rules: Finishing work.



tfACHFR
CHAO(
NMI
A-7H

A-7Q

A-30

A-31

A-37

0
k-1 7 7-3

0
3-1

Pt

-5-6 6 1-6 11.4

When finish
work, start
a new activ-
ity (em..
games.'

books); do
not sit
Aherr or ask
teacher what
to do.

When finish
work, stu-

dents are .

to evercise .

skill in
finding
things to
do.

If finish No free')
assionment time until
early, stu- your work
dents Are Is tom.
tn work on Dieted,
another as- . "During work
signment or time, staY
read a hook, on task.

*

Kindergar-
ten fin-
ished work
goes on
shelf
above coat
hanger.

Ilse study

period to
finish work
for the
whole day,
may work
on any un-
finished
work. Jet
people oet
their wnrk
done.

StudentS
should put
a "C" on
their read-
ing record
sheet when
they have
conferenced
with the
teacher.

fvery day
students
must record
what they
read follow-
ing silent
reading.

Figure O. Academic rules: Finishing work (cont.).
7J



ifIlflOR N N 5 P 0 R 0 U
GRAM' . K-I K-1 2 2-3 3-4 4 5-6
RINE

A-33 \ All work '"

should be

lc;::17dte:n-
(stapled or
folded).

A-34

.
6

V Si

1-6 1-6

Figure 10. Academic rules: Fin,ishing Wrk (cont.).

su

Even if
something
is hard,
keep try- ,

ing to do
it.

-a",



0

1CA(81/1

GRAM K-1
10111

A-3S

A-36

5-17

A-18

s 0
V VK-1 7-3 3-4 4 S 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

lirite your Students are Students Put name Names Put page Student's Write VOWfirst nawe to put their should put and date on should he numbers on name is to name andat the too names on the date papers each put on the ^math assign- he written date nnof the pa- their pa- on their ay. Name top of the ments. on inside Our pa .per in pers; also work. and date paper. Names are of front pers.P'neallan. date. on top later suppoSed to cover ofhandwriting.
line. If changed be on pa- workbook.
math. Pot to name Pers. Stu-
page num- on left dents are
her, and date supposed to

on right. put their
pup num- rames on
her is also their books.
required
on math
assignments.

Fifteen
words is
minimum for
spelling
list, if

pick more
and don't
do well,

have to go
hack to IS;
test is on
friday.
List must
include
words stu-
dent does
not already
know how to
spell.

Whole sen- All students
Wires must do re-
should be view sort.
written lino words
when doing each week,
spelling but idea
tests, words and
Amendment: challenge
poor spel- words are
iers do optional.
just the
word.

Before
cooking,
wash your
hands.

Children
can
choose

ortivi-
ties.

Figure 11. Academic rules: Starting work.
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K-1 K-1 7-1 3-4
1)

5 5-6

Afterjtet-
lino In-
structIons
from !Il'p

teacher,
students :fie

to 90 to .

desks andlo
right to-

work on as-
s;onment.

A.40
Students are
to 0m/ the
work assign-

s ment when
thee have

c been absent.

Figure 11. Academic rules: Starting work (cont.).

_Students art
supposed to
be prepared
for lessons.

`ar



M N S P 0
7-1 1-4 4

After be- Students Students Students
inq given should lis- are sup- are to re-
procedural ten to di- posed to member what
instruc- rections ask for they are
tine's. ask and follow help when told to do.
questions. without they don't leather
After work asking understand will not
begins. if teacher. Somthing. repeat 1a-
you have Students Don't ask ter. It

questions, are to pay for help is ok to
check with attention unless the o to the
another when teach- instruc- teacher
student er is read- ttons have for help.
before sk- ing. giving', been read no not in-
Ing teacher. instructions, twice. trrupt

asking goes- whn teach-
tions. other or is work-
students are Int; with
answering another
questions, stodent(s)
or telling onIPSS
stories. bonafide.
Watch teach-
er when de-
monstrates.

0 0 I V
5-6 6 1-6

, 14

Students Students, Students Listen to
are not sup- are to pay are sup- the teach-
posed to attention posed to er.
come up to to the follow in-
the teacher teacher and structionS.
and inter- not do nther
rupt her work when he
white she is talking.
is instruc-
ting. Wait
until teach-
er is fio-
*shed.

AAR Raise hands When the In a large
to respond person is group situ-
to teacher. done, you ation, you

may ssk have to
questions, raise your
Raise your hand so
hand if you that people
have ours- have an
Lions, opportunity
Only one to he
person heard.
speaks at
a time.

Students Students Students
should are to shield
raise hand raise handS ratio
before par- to talk; their hands
ticipating teacher and get ac-
ia group

will ignore knowledged
discussion hands raised by the teach-
(not always while he is er before
enforced). evplaininq they answer

or discus- a question.
Oros some-
thing.
Raise hand
only when
want to add
to discus-
sion.

Figure 12. Academic rules: Interacting with teacher.



trArmfg
6PAIM K-I K-I

A-S0

A-SI

7

If ynu need
help from
the teach-
er, raise
ynur hand.

When teach-
er is in
conference
with an-
other stu-
dent. don't
Interrupt.

0

T-4

Teaiher
and Student
in reading
conference
should not
be inter-
rupted.

4 S-6

No one Is
to Inter-

rupt a
reading
tonference.

they will
usually
be ignnred.

6 1-6 1-6

Students Students
may get are 5W/-
reacher's posed to
attention raise their
bY going hands when
to him or they need
raising help. Stu-

, hand. not dents should
by calling not inter-

d out his , rupt the
I name. It teacher
ii is ok to while she
ask teach- is working
er ques- with another

, tions when. student.
I he is not

working
with other
students.

"Think

time"
a waiting
period to
respond

to the
teacher's
challenge.

Students

are to take

time to
think he-
for giving
oral nr
written
answers.

First grade
works on
Instructrion.

al tasksi

with Teich.
er N. Kin-
dergartners
word: tlith

TeacheriM.

Figure 12. Academic rules: Interacting with teacher (cont.).



I)

2-1 1-4 4 5-6 6 1-6

When sto- Tests are Do tests
dents take to be dnne by your
a test. independent- self.
they are ly.

to du it
alone, not
sharp.

II
1-6

When teach-
er tells
you to do
so, do your
own work,'
and don't
give an-
swers to
others.

Students Po not
arp not to start test
start tests until
until teach- tediher
er tells %tarts you.
them to he-
wn; must
quit ensil-

ing when

teacher
says to stop.

Final spell-
ing tests
are done In
spiel !Intl
booklet.

If have pies-
tions, put
hand up or'
go to the
teacher dur-
1no test.

When fin-
ished. take
test to the
teacher.

Figure 13. Academic rules: Taking a test.

b

a



TEACHER 14 ft S r 0
GRAPE It-1 K-I 2 2-3 3-4
;COIF

A.S? No more If there When teach-
children not rnom er asks you
at an ac- at a Ohle. to join the
tivity than pupil must group . leave
allowed. wait until your task
If you see spare be- and join the
the correct comes avail- group. Yon
number of able. still have a
children chance to
at an ac- complete a
tivity. task before
wait until moving to
there's another.
room. May move

to another
task without
asking the

.. keacher.

V
5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

A-53 Only do
one each
day; hut
can change
tomorrow.

Everyone
will get
to work at

each one.

4-54 Centers are
places to
work on as-
signed
tasks.

Figure 14. Academic rules: Working in a group.

In group
settings.
students
should
work at a
group.



TiAruflt H N S p 0 K 0 0 1 V(NAM K.) K-I 7 2-) 3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6
A-56

Children
can read
anywhere
but Teach-
er f's or
V's room.
First amend-
ment: stu-
dent must be
visible.
Second amend-
ment: must
hp in room
if oracle was

lower than
fl nn last

packet.

A-57

A-514

Students

are not
to sharpen
pencils
when teach-
er is ex-
plaining
or class
discussion
or recita-
tion is
going nn;
otherwise,
may sharpen
pencils as
necessary.

Serious work
is to he
approached
with a seri-

ous attitude;
no giggling,
funny an.

swers. etC.

Figure 15. Academic rules: Miscellaneous.



!WAN
GRAM- K-I K.I

KIILt
A-SO

It

?-) 3-4 5
V

5-6 6 1.6 1-6

o

Two grades
on reading
packet:

a. (nrrect--
answering
question

correctly.
b. Quality--
11 written
neatly, punc-
tuated cor-
rectly, tom-
plete sentenC-
eS, made
good sense.

Figure 15. Academic rules: Miscellaneous (cont.).



TfArliaR ft ,' N S P 0

GRAM K-1 K-I 2 7-1 3-4

MaE
I-1 listen No talking No talking

quietly durtng during
during story. story.-time.

story.

1-4

4

. v w
5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students Students When teach-
are not sup- arr to pay er reads to
posed to attention class, sty-
distract and "keep dents muSt
thr teach- the peace" he quiet.
er during when teach-
story er or other
(talking, .students
moving, are read-
etc.). ing aloud.

children Small

are to work groups: You

quietly at may talk
centers spontaneous-
Talktng is ly without
permitted raising ynur
only if it hand. More
does not personal
distract interaction
aninne tn an in-

cise. formal set-
ting.

Talk re-

lated tu
wnrk is ok
so long as

it is not

'too food
so no nne
IS dented
space to
work and
no on re-
ports can't
work he-
(MAW tun
noisy.

Students Quiet talk Work quiet-
'shouldn't is allowed ly when si-
be talk- during work lence is
imp when time unleis needed or
they are teacher requested.
supposed hears voice
,to he across the
working room that
(on task), is too loud

(this in-
cludes yell-
ing as well
as loud
talk).

Students
are not to
talk dur-
ing silent
reading.

No talk- Silent During
Ing during reading is silent read-

silent to he qui- ing, pupils
reading. et; it is should he

to he non- silent and

verbal. reading
This in-
cludes when
chnosing a
hnok.

Students
are not
supposed

, to talk
during si-
lent read-
ing.

Students
are to hp
quiet dur-

ing class
meeting.

At a meet-
ing, one

person
talks at
a time.

Class meet- During shar-
ing: only 1 ino, students
Person talks are not sup.
at a time, posed to talk
Teacher is too long (1 to
leader and 2 minutes on
calls on the ge).

people to 'this is an pu-

talk. planation hut
may not he a
rnle because
gt may not he
%motioned.

Figure 16. Talking and noise rules: Talking during academic work.



11Arlifk

GROW
RULE

1-5

1-6

N.

K-1 K-1 2 2-1
0 Ii

i U I V
4 5-6 6 1-6

w .

16
Students

Are not to
talk during
movie.

No talking
during the
movie.

No talk-.
inn dur-
ing test.

1-7 Indepen-
dent activi-
ties must be
calm with no
running or
yelling.

1-9

Sharing:

no off-task
talking.

teach&
will not
start les-
son until
-class is
quiet.

Discussion/
recitation:
no talking
unless
called on.

Figure 16. Talking and noise rules: Talking during academic work (cont.).



T-12

T-13

T-I4

K-1

If wild and
rowdy . have

to get out
of tower.

0 N 0
K-I 2 2-3 3-4 4 5 5-6

Tower is a
quiet place.

Children
do not talk
during re_
laxation.

1-6

Put your

head on the
desk and
rest quiet- ,

ly after
lunch.

Students
must he
quiet he-
fore will
he dis-
missed.

Don't turn
on the ra-
dio.

Figure 17. Talking and noise rules: Talking during nonacademic work.



moue PI ft 5 P 0 R 0hilA01 K.I K-I 1 7-1 1-4 4 SR011

T-lb Don't yell _
_ Students

In the
,are not

classroom. supposed
to yell fin

the'class-
room.

T-19

,f720

5-6
V

1-6 1-6

Students
are not
supposed
to talk
loudly.

Stndents
ran 51t

where they
want un-
less they
get too
noisy.

.When stu-
dents are
Kbo noisy.
teacher
will count.
If count
reaches 5,
students
stay in an
extra 5 min-
utes at re-
cess, lunch.
or after
school.

11 noise
level is
too high,
students
must be
nonverbal
for S
minutes.

Students
are not
supposed
to whistle
in class.

Talking is
allowed at
other times
unless oth-
erwise spe-
cified.

Figure 18. Talking and noise rules: General talking rules.



TfAC011t

GRADE K-1 K-I 2

Rillf

T-21 listen qui-
etly to
teacher
during in-

.:

struction_

1-22

1-23

0 K 0 U I V

2.3 3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

StudentS Students ,
Students When.teach- All ques- Listen to

are roper- are to Ifs.- are sup- er is ex- tions should the direc-
ted to Its- ten when posed to plaining he asked tions from
ten tn in- teacher -listen to something, after in- the teach-
structions. Is l'ilk, instruc- students structions er,

inti wit0 tint's. are to have heen

rl'"s. giy- Difficult listen and given.
ing direr- tasks will do the work;

turns, etc. nut he re- they are not
peated: to talk.

tights out:
Get quiet;
listen for
announce-
ments or
instruc-

tions, then
ask ques-
tions,

Students
are to be
quiet when
teacher is
passing out
papers and
ate to wait
until teach-

'er has fin-
ished before
asking ques-
tions.

A

Figure 19. Talking,and noise rules: Talking to the teacher.



TIACHIN
0111101 K-1 . K-1
Ittllf

N-1 In the .

morning
when you
enter the
roan, sit
at tile

edge of '

the circle.

<

r 0 U
7-1 1-4 4 5 5.6

,

Students

are to sit
down and
settle down
when they
enter

4

V

1-6 1.6

When the
students
'enter the
classroom,
ehey 4gre

supposed
to be in

the meet.
in2 area
by the
time the
teacher

gets there.

N-7 After re-

ress, when
you have
entered
the room,
stretch
on the

floor and
rest.

14 a

i4-4

it-6

to desk
for lights-
out rest
period.

e. Students
may not
'move desk
at random,
most have

teat*perm; von.

4' Silent read-
ing ts to he
done at each
student's
desk.

Studonts

are nut to
wander 'olf.
whon work.
mo m

Figure ah Mobility rules:. Classroom movement.

9.1



1f4001;

IOU

0

7-1
0 II

1-4 4
0 0 I V
5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Students
ee not
supPOsed
to walk
through
the sen-

sort-mow
room.

No hands
springs
in the
elassropia.

Figure 20. Mobility rules: Classroom movement (cont.).

If you are
assigned
place. stay
there.



TIMM M N S

6N/lOt K-I . K-1 ?
Moil

M.In four people Four ,i-,1- Only three
at a tine, Iren can he people on
on each on ach the loft at
level of floor nf a time
tower, thy tower. (fluster

rule).

M-I1

P1-1?

0 II I V II?-3 1-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Mo more
thin two

27 persons in
the read-
ing loft

at A time.

When clean-
ing hell '

rings, get

out of
tower.

Only play
in the

,fower dur-
ing id I.

way time,

N.11 Don't lump
from tower.

M-14 Don't slide
down the
rope.

14-15

M-16

Four at a
lime are
allowed in
the hlock.

Fnur people
sit on the
waterbed
at a time.

Figure 21. Mobility rules: Specialized equipment.

4



TFACHFR
GRAN
Null
M-17

M-IR

M-19

0 N II I V
K-I K-1 7 7- 3 3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Valk-- There Is
.on't run-- no run-
in the ninq in
classroom the class-

so that no room.

one gets
hurt.

Walk--

don't run--
in the

classroom.

No run-
ning in
the class-
rooM.

tear, space
between
yourself
and the
next per-
son in
line.

Children
do not
touch each
other.

Figure 22. Mobility rules: Physical contact.



MINER
6R4D1

E-I

E-7

E-3

E-4

E-5

K-I K-I 7 7-3
0 0 U V
3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Do not "put
down" other
kids.

Students Students
are not to are not
put each to.be dis-
other down. respectful

to the
other chil-
dren.

Don't up-
set other
sr...dents.

Don't put
down others
for making
mistakes
or anything
else.

Everybody
does own
work.

Don't in-
terfere
with oth-
ers.

When stu-
dents ftn-
ish. they
are not
to inter-
fre with
students
who ate
working.

.0 Don't dis-
tract others
while work-
init.

What's in-
side your
desk is your
property.

Respect oth_

er Peoples'
property.

Beware of Students
and respect are to show
the needs respect for
of others the property
(e.g.. of others
don't both- (either
er peers), peers or
Respect the school).
riutits and
property of

others.

The amount
children
may eat is
equal but
is deter-
mined by
the teach-
er.

Food must
be shared
with all.

People
will be
expected
to be
pleasant

to each
other (im-
plicit).

Figure 23. Ethical rules: Courtesy to other students.



(-14

0 Ii

S-6 6
V

1-6 1-6

Students
are not to
ask how
well other
students
did on com-
parable

tasks (i-e.,
tests, pro-
jects).

Your work
and level
are not
to be com-
pared with
others.

Students
are not to
question
the teach-
er's author-
ity.

Students
are to ad-
mit rule
violations.

Students
are not
supposed
to tattle.

Figure 24. Ethical rules: Respect for teacher.

-

Don't ask
the teacher
for personal
information
about other
students;
ask the
student.
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F-15

F-16

0
K.1 7 2-3 1-4 4 3-6

V

1-6 1.6
Children Don't hit Do not push Jabbing Students
must not each other, one another. another are not to
hit each student is het nr fuss
other, unaccept- with one
shnve or , able (In- another.
push. volves hit-

ting, kick-
inq, etc.).

Don't hit
others
(people are
not for
hitting).

Conflicts
can he
resolved
verbally.

Po not tell
the teacher
about thenus
that haPPen
when the
teacher is
not pres-
ent (I.e.,
on play-
oround) un-
less stu-
dent who
tells WAS
there and
involved,

Students
are to
settle
theer own
conflicts
(problems).

If all at-
tempts to
verbally
resolve
conflicts
fail, the
teacher is
available
to help.

Figure 25. Ethical rules: _Resolution and prevention of conflict.
6



TfAftlflt N N S P 0
GROOT K-I K-I 2 2-3 3-4 4
RUIT

SI-I {Am.& grade No running
cannot run to and from
,anywhere the yard.
except on
grass play-
field. Any-

body running
mist go hack
and walk
(serious of-
fenders are
"benched").

SI-2

SI-3

0 II T. V
5 06 I, 1-6 1-6

Students There
cannot run should he
out to re- nn running
cess when mov-

ing from
classroom
to play
yard.

Don't run Walk to
at school; and from
walk every- class.
where (ex-
cept grassy
area).

Dog't run Students
on black- are not to
top. run on the

blacktop.

No 'running

on the
blaiktop;
ok to run

on the
grass.

Students Students
can play are not
at the to play
bottom, on the
but not hillside.
the top of
the hill.

SI 5

SI-h

Students
are not
to walk on
the fence
(wooden

rail).

No chicken
fighting
pn the

monkey
bars.

Do.not play
nn new play-
ornuud on-
lecc teaih-
er is thvre.

Figure 26. School-imposed rules: Recess.

1U.1
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lEArDER ot.

GRADE K-I K-I 2 2-3
RULE.

SI-7

0 V
3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

No bells--
students
are to
leave for
recess
when ex-
cused by
teacher:

Students
are to come
in when
teacker
on duty,,

tells.them
to.

figure 26. School-imposed rules: Recess (cont.).

102



It ACID K

GRAM
MI
51-9 Gum chewing Gum chewing (,um chewing Gum chewing

.. rule. rule, rule. ruq..

M N 5 P 0
K-1 K-1 ? 2-3 1-4 4 5 5-6 1-6 1-6

Gum chewing Gom chewing Gum chewing Gum chewing
rule, rule, role. rule.

Gum chewing Gum chewing
rule. rule.

'.' "-In 7)17,:hPthe

toilet.

SI-II

After you
use the
toilet;
flush.

Students Keep hath-
are to flush rooms in or-
the toilets der hy flush-
in rest- ing toilets
rooms and and throwing
put paper paper towels
towels in . in trash
containers. cans (school

rule).

Don't waste
the paper
towels
(school-

wide).

51-12 Students
cannot

"'thew gum

in the
yard (be-
cause they.

may choke).

S1-113

51-14

SI-15

SI-16

(

Give name
when give
hall in;
Can't take
out hall
for an-

other per-
son.

Clean up
your mess

at lunch.

Do not

throw fond.

Get excused
by adult tii

flu I, 1)4111_
Inum 41
I mil

Figure 27. School-imposed rules: Deportment.

1.jj

Do
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T1Arl 1fR hi N 5 P 47

GRAPE K-1 K-1, ° 7 2-3
Roll

0 R Q., u r
1-4 4 5 5-6 6

SI-12 Kindergar7 k. I. and 7 Second- Third grade Third-
ten. first- students graders students graders
and second- cannot ride cannot need a note need a note
graders can- bikes to ride hi- from parents from parents
not ride school, cycles to in order to to ride
bike to splool, ride bikes hikes to
achool. to school. school.

51-1A

61

Unless it's
raining. ,

wait on

Playground
until

school
starts.

51-14 Before
school, en-
ter cluster
playground
through
wooden
qatr.

S1-20 . ltudents
are not
to ride
bikes nn
blacktop.

fourth-
graders
don't nerd
a note.

V M
1-6

. 0
1-6

First- First-
and sec- and sec-
ond-graders end-graders
cannot ride cannot ride
bikes to bikes to
school, school.
fhlrd-grad- Third-grad-
ers are al- ers can if,
lowed if_ they have
they have a note from
a note from their par-
their par- ents.

ents. Fourth- and
Fourth- and sixth-grad-
sixth-grad- ers do not
ers do not need a note.
need a note.

Students
are sup-
posed to
enter the
,classroom
through
the class-
Foom door.

In the

morning,
lock your
bike and go
on to the
big play-

ground.

Figure 28. School-imposed rules: Coming to school.

10g



TEACI1111 M N S P 0 8 0 0 1 T VGUAM' , K-I K-1 7 7-3 3-4 4 5 5-6 6 ' -1-6
11011

SI-77 Onn't come k?,
0on'i he

until 8:45.
on school %

grounds un-
til hell
rings et
8:45.

..

41

C4`7

Figure 28. -School-imposed rules: Coming to school (cont.).



itAtnilf

PAW K-1 K.1
P0If

SI-23 During re- Pannot
cess, stay enter room
outside, until in-

c. yited to
do sn by
one in
charge.

51-24

Sl-25

P

7-3
0

3-4

Students
shouldn't

,iii (hos-

ier without
a teacher.

"

It

4

0 V
5 5-6 6 1-6 l_fi

No students
are ',supposed

to be In the
kltssrnom
without a
teacher.

Students Students Don't enter
are to . should not class un-
Atand qui- be in the less teach.
etly at classroom er is
the door.at without a there.
the begin- teacher
flung of (or princi-
school, pal). '

after re-
cess. P.E.,
and wait for
teacher to
let the4 in.

Office Phone
is used only .

with adult's
permission,

F i gure 29. School-imposed rules: Absence of adults:

106
a

library is
off limits
onlei's there
is an adult
in the room.

47



tlACIWR M u 5
GRAP7 k-I K-1 2
Kit(

SI-26

SI-27

2-1

0,

0 U 0
3-4 4 6 1-6 1-6

When stu-
dents are
absent . they
are to bring

note from
home explain-
ing why.

a

Permission
slips and
emergency

trratment
forms must
he signed
by parrnts
and rrturned
to school
before a
student may
go on a

field trip.

Figure 30. School-imposed rules: Parental responsibilities.
a



TtArnrR m N S P
111(A14 R-1 R-1
101

NISC-1 When sit- .5it flat
Wig on . so others
the floor, can See
Sit so during
that oth- sharing/
ers can discus-
see. Slon.

N1SC-3

NISC-4

M1SC.6

N1SC-7

1-4
It
11 5

No wrest-
ling or

rough play
on the
circle.

II 1

5-6 6 1-6 1-6 "

Showing of'
an inappro-
priate oh-
lect is not
allowed.

Students
arc not
to hnunce
on Sotd or
pillows.

Share ex-

periences
and special
items,.hut
don't share
toys.

Children

are to stay
on task mi.

til the'time
period is
over.

On not

thrnw halls
or rocks in
the ( lass-

rum.

2

Toys may be
, brought to
be shown
hut not to
be played
with.

Students
are to pay

attention
(be on

task).

Students
are not to
tip chairs
when sit-
ting in
king,' (no

dangerous
hehavlor).

t

Students
Are to han-
dle the rat
gently.

Students
are not
to behave
in a danger-
ous manner
to self.

Students
are to he
c411.101

with the

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules.
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ffArlifil M N S P
otaM K-1 Ir-1

logl

MIsl-D

M1SC-9

0 It

1-4 4 5
V

1-6 1-6

Students If not
are not Playing
to fool game. stu-
around un- dents must
less it's be involved

40° free time. in SOme
A! approved

activity.

If you
don't
know how
to use
something,
ask a
first-
grader.

45

M1SC-10 Don't mis-
use mater-
ials. the
them ap_
propriate-

,I.V

MISC-1i -Don't bring
volunbre or
inappropri-
ate toy% to
school.

M15C-11

MISC-13

Children

are to sit
cross-legged
whenever
thPy art,

asked to
sit on the.
floor in
4 group.

Don't hang
art If IPS on

surfaces.

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules (cont.).

led
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ItACHFR M N 5 P 0 R 0GRAN K-1 K-I e 2.3 3-4 4 SRU1F

MISC-14 Children
are to 14y
flat nn
the floor .

during re-
taxation.

MISC-15

M15C-16

MISC-19

MISC-20

0

5-6 6
V

1-6 1-6

CA

When teach-
er turns
light on
and off, stu-
dents are to
quiet down
and get on
task (e.g.
silent read-
ing).

If work is
complete,
must go to
movie.

Ask, If
you're not

When stu-
dents are
ralled on,
they may

choose not
to respond.

lights out.
freeze. Stop
what you're
doing.

Listen qui-
etly and re-

. sepectlully.
to thp per-
snn %peakIng
or sharing.
Dflo.t play-

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules (cont.).



TEACNfR

SRAM K-1 K-I
RiRi

NISC-21 If the
teacher is
eyeing you.
get back
to task.

NISC-22

NISC-23

NISC-24

NISC-25

NI%C-26

N1SC-27

0 R 70 U t V

2-3 3-4 4 5 5-6 6 1-6 1-6

Don't hit
others,
wres/le,
or fool
around.

Students
cannot be

kinder-
garten
helper
more than
once per
week.

Don't lose
books.

Disrespect
won't be
tolerated
(towards au-
thority fig-
ures).

Teachers
wIll de-
cide In each
individual
case regard-
ing rule in-
fractions.

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules (cont.).

111

Students
are to
make de-
cisions
quickly.



1FACOR li N S
GRAM K-I K-I 7
NUll

M1SC-2H

MfSC-29

M1SC-30

M1SC-32

MISE-33

M1SC-34

2-3 3-4 4 S 5-6 6 1-6
Ii

1-6

Students
are to solve
problems in
a non-inter-
fering way.

Students
are not to
worry about
how well
other Stu,
dents are
doing.

Students
are to tie
their shoe-
laces.

Gond partic-
ipation re-
quires good
posture.

Students
are to make
their own
decisions
during free
time.

Students
are not to
distract
the teach-
er by chang-
ing the sub-
ject while
they are get-
ting repri-
manded.

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules (cont.).

112

Students
are to be
in control
of them-
selves.



TEACHFR M N S P 0 R 0 U

GRAM K-1 K-I 2 2-3 3-4 4 5 5-6

RUIF

M1SC-35

M1SC-36

MISC-37

4

6

V

1-6 1-6

Students
should be
willing to

Participate
In sharing.

Students
are to keep
schedOle and
the week's'

work on
clipboard.

Figure 31. Miscellaneous rules (cont.).

1.1

Vinders
are not
to be taken
hone.


